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W e l c o m e  t o  H U N t E R S 

 

 

Hunters is a cooperative miniatures tabletop game, set in the sci-fi multiverse of Star Breach. While Hunters is a 

standalone game, the rules for the game expand upon the core mechanics and settings of the Star Breach tabletop game 

ruleset. Thus, the Star Breach core rules will be often referenced throughout this expansion. The main difference 

between this expansion and the original game is that Hunters shifts the gaming action of Star Breach from “player vs 

player” to “players vs game” in a cooperative (co-op) environment. In this rulebook, you will find rules and mission 

based scenarios for solo play, co-op play up to four players, a campaign system, and a “GM” alternate mode where one 

of the players—or a 5th additional player—may play as the “game master” against their peers. 

 

As with the Star Breach ruleset, Hunters is a free ruleset allowing players to creatively play with any sci-fi models and 

within any sci-fi setting of their choosing. The industry standard of 28-32mm height models and gaming accessories are 

recommended for play, but the game will do just as well in any other popular gaming scale (such as 15mm). However 

you choose to use this expansion and the contained rules, I hope you and your gaming group have an absolute blast 

doing so! Enjoy, and keep your eye on the stars! 

 

Elijah Kellogg, Creator of Star Breach 
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SETTING UP THE GAME 

Like most tabletop miniature games, Hunters utilizes a flat playing surface, models, a lot of six-sided dice, and 

measuring tape (in inches) for gameplay. Here’s everything you’ll need to play a game: 

+ 28mm scale models to represent hunters and their adversaries on the tabletop (though players may choose to play in 

any other preferred scale) 

+ A table with at least 3’ square area (36”x 36”) of gaming space, covered with lots of appropriately scaled terrain 

+ Four completed Hunter profiles and a copy of the game rules 

+ Identically shaped and sized, but different color, sets of six-sided dice in a dice bag, specifically for use as “Order Dice”. 

There should be a unique color set of these dice for each player’s warband, and one order die per model on the table. 

(see more about order dice under The Order Dice System section) 

+ A few favorite counters and general use tokens 

+ A handful of six-sided dice (D6) for active rolling 

+ At least one measuring tape in inches 

All in-game distances and ranges for characters’ movement, weapons, abilities, and skills are measured in inches. As 

with many tabletop games, players will need to use a tape measure to play a game of Hunters. Players are free to 

measure distances as needed and desired throughout the game. All character models must be set on appropriately sized 

bases (see “Base Sizes” section below), representing the area in which a character currently occupies space on the 

battlefield. Thus, whenever players need to check a range from or to a model, the measurement begins and ends at the 

edge of the model’s base. The same principle applies when measuring distances between objective markers or terrain 

features: all measurements are made base-to-base. 

Hunters games are played within a 3’ square area, on a three-dimensional map, among appropriately scaled, model 

terrain. Hunters is a true, 360o line-of-sight game. Not unlike real combat situations, your models need to typically see 

one another to interact. This is called “line-of-sight”. In Hunters, line-of-sight is 360o, meaning a model’s facing is not 

considered when finding line-of-sight. It is assumed a model may be facing any given direction at any given time. To find 

line-of-sight between two models, players must be able to find a straight line from one model to another on the 

battlefield, starting and ending measurement somewhere from the bottom of the models’ bases to the tops of their 

heads: following the cylindrical width of each base, and thus excluding extended limbs and/or weapons and gear. Since 

this is a sci-fi game, dream big with your battlefields: alien wastelands, sprawling cargo holds, hostile jungles, futuristic 

cities, etc. You cannot go wrong with your setting. The more captivating the terrain, the more captivating the game. If 

you and friends are playing with balance and competition in mind, then just be sure that the terrain is always evenly 

placed on the board in a manner that is advantageous for both sides and where line-of-sight is consistently broken-up. 

 

Before starting a game, players will customize four individual Hunter Profiles and models, they will select a mission, 

and they will review the appropriate Adversary Profiles and gather their corresponding models for play. All of these 

steps are detailed within their own sections, which can all be found on the following pages. Once the battlefield is set, 

resources and models gathered, and mission objectives understood by all players, you’ll be ready to play! 

 

WINNING THE GAME 

A typical Hunters game lasts for 6 game “turns” and the players collectively win the game if their hunters can accomplish 

the mission’s primary objective(s) before the end of the final turn. Sometimes this means the game will end sooner than 

going a full 6 turns, with the players victorious. However, if the players fail to complete the objectives before the game 

ends, they lose. Every mission features secondary objectives as well, and in campaigns, there is a varying scale of lose 

and success depending on how many objectives are completed before the end of a game. If at any point in a game all of 

the hunter models are eliminated from play before the end of the final turn, then the game immediately ends with a 

loss. 
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CHARACTER PROFILES 

As you’ll find, hunters and their adversaries all have character profiles. They look most often like this: 

Hunter’s Name  M5 AI3 PI3 H9 A3  

Primary Weapon: *  Secondary Weapon: * 

Grenades:* Relics:* Psychic Abilities: * Alpha Skills: * 

Let’s breakdown this model’s character profile to better understand what each value means: 

Movement (M) 

This value stands for a character’s normal movement value, in inches. Thus, “M5” means this character’s model can 

move up to 5 inches. Movement in this game is omni-directional, so long as the move makes realistic sense. All 

horizontal and vertical movement is measured from the base of the model, and when moving the model a player may 

place it anywhere within the measured distance. A normal movement value counts towards walking, surmounting waist 

high objects, and climbing a vertical height of up to 4”. If a model executes a “Run” order, movement is doubled, and can 

count towards running, jumping horizontal gaps (no more than 2” wide), and scaling tall vertical surfaces such as 

ladders, walls, and fences. 

Active Initiative (AI) 

This value stands for a character’s overall combat skill while performing physically offensive actions. This model has an 

active initiative value of 3. The higher the active initiative value, the more effective a character will be at executing 

ranged attacks and fighting in close combat. This value is often manipulated throughout the game depending on many 

different circumstances. See the Rolling to Hit and Close Combat sections for more on how active initiative impacts a 

character’s effectiveness on the battlefield. 

Passive Initiative (PI) 

This value stands for a character’s overall combat skill while performing defensive or mental actions. This model has a 

passive initiative value of 3. The higher the passive initiative value, the more effective a character will be at executing 

dodges against ranged attacks and casting psychic abilities. This value is often manipulated throughout the game 

depending on many different circumstances. See the Ranged Attacks and Casting Psychic Abilities sections for more on 

how passive initiative impacts a character’s effectiveness on the battlefield. 

Health (H) 

This value stands for a character’s maximum health. Thus, “H9” means the model can take up to 8 wounds before being 

eliminated from play, as tracked on the character’s roster. If a model’s health value reaches 0 at any point in the game, 

then it is immediately eliminated from play and counted as a casualty. Health can be regained in various ways up to a 

model’s initial, max value. See the Health Effects section for more about health as it pertains to gameplay. 

Armor (A) 

This value stands for a character’s overall protective covering. Armor is important for saving a model against wounds 

when it is hit, as the total wound count from an attack will first apply against armor before depleting a model’s health 

value. Armor values are not depleted over the course of a battle, unlike health, but are a constant value. This model has 

an armor value of 4. See the Applying Wounds Section for more details on armor. 

Weapons, Relics, Alpha Skills & Psychic Abilities 

Under the profile of each character—hunter or adversary—you will find all of their weapons, relics, skills and any psychic 

abilities they may possess. Weapons themselves have a small profile which describes the weapon’s range, attack rolls 

per target, wound mods, and any special notes. Relics are useful items with a vast variety of in-game effects. Hunters 

come with presets and purchase options for taking different types of weapons and relics. New and improved weapons 
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and relics can be purchased by hunters using an in-game currency called Universal Credits (UC). During a game, weapons 

and relics may also be found in illicit caches. 

Alpha skills are special traits that impact a character’s in-game performance. Psychic abilities are powerful spells that 

help manipulate the game in the character’s favor. Abilities come from one of four different Star Breach Psychic Schools 

or from Plasmids. See this supplement’s designated sections for lists of Weapons, Relics, Alpha Skills and Psychic Schools 

and Abilities. 

In addition to the above, most adversaries will also include special notes like recommended base size and an explanation 

of any special abilities or unique conditions of play. 

 

IN GAME VALUE MODIFIERS AND MODIFIER LIMITS 

As players will see, many weapons, relics, psychic abilities, and battlefield conditions will involve “modifiers”. Modifiers 

are small numbers (positive and negative) which are temporarily applied to profile values. Some modifiers are applied 

directly to a specific value for a specific amount of in-game time (such as +1 movement value until the end of the turn). 

Other modifiers are applied only when the character is executing specific actions (+1 active initiative when executing 

ranged attacks). There are also “damage modifiers” which add additional points of damage when applying damage from 

successful hits. 

Modifiers from different sources can be stacked (added together) if they impact the same profile value, but ongoing 

modifiers originating from the same source are never stacked—even if the source of the modifier is duplicated on the 

battlefield from different characters—within the modifier’s ongoing timeframe. Even when modified by a multiplicity of 

different sources, every character’s profile values have a maximum limit: total modified values that may not be 

exceeded under any circumstance. Here are those maximum values: 

Movement: 8   Active Initiative: 8 Passive Initiative: 8 Health: 12 Armor: 6  

 

DETERMINING NUMBER OF PLAYERS 

Before playing a game of Hunters—whether it be a singular open play game, or the beginning of a multi-game 

campaign—it should be determined how many players will be playing. While there are always four hunter character 

models to be controlled in every game, the Hunters ruleset can accommodate 1 to 5 players in this manner: 

 

1 Player: One player fully controls all four hunter models and plays against the game’s adversary AI System. 

2 Players: Two players each control two out of the four hunter models and play against the game’s adversary AI System. 

3 Players: Two players each control two out of the four hunter models and play against a third player who is controlling 

the game’s adversaries. (This player is known as the “Game Master” or “GM”.) 

4 Players: All four players each control one of the four hunter models and play against the game’s adversary AI System. 

5 Players: Four players each control one of the four hunter models and play against a fifth player who is controlling the 

game’s adversaries as the GM. 
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PREPARING NEW HUNTERS 

For every Hunters game or campaign, players must first upgrade and customize four hunter characters: a crack-team of 

skilled bounty hunters who players will cooperatively control throughout each mission. These four hunters all begin with 

the same base profile, which looks like this: 

 

New Hunter   M5 AI3 PI3 H9 A3 

Primary Weapon: Any weapon from the Weapons Anthology at UC cost  

Secondary Weapon: Locked 

Grenades: Any single grenade from the Weapons Anthology at UC cost    

Relics: Any single common relic from the Relics Anthology at UC cost 

Alpha Skills: None  Psychic Abilities: None 

Depending on the player count, the four new hunter profiles are handed out to their respective controlling players (see 

“Determine Number of Players” Section above). Players should then give each of the hunters under their control a 

unique name. After naming hunters, players will then upgrade and customize each hunter using “Alpha Points” (AP) and 

“Universal Credits” (UC). If preparing a hunter for a singular open play game, then each player will have 10AP and 6UC 

to work with per hunter. If preparing for a campaign, then players start with only 5AP and 3UC per hunter before their 

first game. While UC is used in the game to spend on weapons and relics, AP is used to upgrade a hunter’s character 

profile and battlefield capabilities. See the chart below for all available upgrades and their cost in AP: 

 

Players may spend their initial AP to customize their new hunters in any manner they wish—even upgrading the same 

stat multiple times, up to the upgrade’s maximum. Once a player’s initial Alpha Points are spent, they may not be 

altered or exchanged during a game or campaign. For a campaign, a player’s hunter will go into each new game with 

preexisting upgrades in place. Also, throughout a campaign, players will have many opportunities to utilize newly earned 

and discovered AP and UC for their hunter characters. While playing through a campaign, however, the only items that 

may be altered from game to game are the hunters’ weapon slot selections, grenade slot selections, and relic slot 

selections. This does not mean AP may be exchanged by the player to increase or decrease the unlocked number of 

these slots. Rather, it means the player may fill these slots differently before each new game of the campaign.  

In this rulebook, players will find a blank “Hunter Warband” sheet which may be useful for keeping track of their 

hunters’ customizations and upgrades. Once hunters are customized and ready for battle, players will need to choose 

appropriate, 28-32mm sized models to represent their hunters on the field of battle. The base size of these models 

should be no less than 25mm wide and no more than 40mm wide.  
 

 

  

+1 Movement value (to a maximum value of 7)…………………………………………………………………………. 1 AP 

+1 Active Initiative value (to a maximum value of 6)…………………………………………………………………. 2 AP 

+1 Passive Initiative value (to a maximum value of 6)……………………………………………………………….. 2 AP 

+1 Health Value (to a maximum value of 12)……………………………………………………………………………… 2 AP 

+1 Armor Value (to a maximum value of 5)………………………………………………………………………………… 2 AP 

Unlock the Secondary Weapon slot for the hunter…………………………………………………………………….. 3 AP 

Unlock an additional Grenade slot (to a max of 3 in total)…………………………………………………………. 1 AP 

Unlock an additional Relic slot (to a max of 3 in total)……………………………………………………………….. 2 AP 

Add an Alpha Skill to the hunter’s profile (to a max of 5 skills in total)………………………………………..  2 AP 

Add a single Psychic Ability to the hunter’s profile (to a max of 7 abilities total)…………………………  1 AP 
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SELECTING A MISSION 

Once hunters are chosen and outfitted, players collectively select a mission for their game. Missions are somewhat 

sequential, listed from 0 to 11. Missions are also ranked by difficulty ratings from 1 to 6, with Difficulty 1 missions being 

relatively casual and Difficulty 6 missions taking much more thought and strategic play to crack. For an open play game, 

any of the missions may be selected. For a campaign, it is advised that the players start with a mission from the Difficulty 

1 tier and move up from there, following the directions given at the end of each mission. Here is a list of the 12 different 

missions which can be selected in a game of Hunters: 

Mission 0 (Difficulty 1)- Into the Breach: A New Alliance of Hunters is Born 

Mission 1 (Difficulty 1)- Renegade Mechs: Destroy a Gang of Machine Cult Mechs 

Mission 2 (Difficulty 2)- Smash N’ Grab: Loot a Nomadic Raiders Outpost 

Mission 3 (Difficulty 2)- Pest Control: Breach and Clear a Hive Cult Infested Medical Ship 

Mission 4 (Difficulty 3)- Kill the Queen: Neutralize a Hive Queen 

(Only the first four missions are available in the free PDF) 

Mission 5 (Difficulty 3)- Dark Knight: Kill a Dark Path Knight and His Disciples 

Mission 6 (Difficulty 4)- Caravan Ambush: Protect a Resistance Weapons Caravan From Corrupted L’Orani 

Mission 7 (Difficulty 4)- Sabotage the Station: Plant Bombs and Destroy a Terror Legion Outpost 

Mission 8 (Difficulty 5)- Surrounded: Fend Off a Horde of U’rak Warlords 

Mission 9 (Difficulty 5)- Advent of Terror: Battle Against an Advent of Abaddon and His Minions 

Mission 10 (Difficulty 6)- Rival Hunters: Defeat a Rival Warband of Possessed Hunters 

Mission 11 (Difficulty 6)- Ancient Titan: Take Down a Massive Ancient Machine Titan 

Once players decide on a mission, they will read the mission’s rules (all missions and their rules, conditions, and 

objectives are found under the Mission Log section), set up the tabletop battlefield accordingly, gather fitting adversary 

models, and begin the game!  

NOTES FOR RUNNING A CAMPAIGN 

Players will most likely want to use the Hunters ruleset to run a campaign, where the same hunter warband will 

complete a series of missions in a progressive fashion, culminating in a larger, long-term story and game. As seen thus 

far, the whole of this ruleset already assumes that players are probably playing a campaign, and the details of each 

mission—win or lose—feature outcomes that will have an impact on future missions and the overall progression of a 

campaigning warband. Thus, what is needed from the rules for a campaign is all already present. However, there a few 

other specifics worth mentioning. 

When preparing for a campaign, players should first decide how many players will be joining for the campaign and set a 

regular time when all the players can be present for the games. At this point, it would also be prudent to choose a 

campaign organizer, some one who will setup the games and prepare materials, as well as one player who may need to 

be the GM, some one who will always play as the adversary warbands. Any amount of players from 1 to 5 is a good 

amount for a campaign, so long as the group has an interest to meet-up and play consistently. Thankfully, the Hunters 

ruleset makes it very easy for player substitutions and even playing new missions while being down a player or two. 

If players follow each mission’s specific mission report, it is possible that a campaign can last as long as 12 missions (or 

even longer, if they choose to replay certain missions after a loss). If that is a daunting amount of games, then players 

may also decide to simply cap the number of missions they wish to play together. If they win every mission, it is very 

possible that a warband can go from Mission 0 to Mission 11 (the final mission) in as little as 6 games.  

It is also possible to incorporate Hunter games into a Star Breach campaign! If players would like to take a break from 

fighting against one another, they may choose to bring their Star Breach Alphas together to form a one-time Hunter 

warband and complete a mission together! 
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THE ORDER DICE SYSTEM 

As with Star Breach, every game of Hunters utilizes an order dice system for determining when characters take an action 

in battle. For each of the four hunter models, there should be three six-sided dice of a unique color set placed into an 

opaque dice bag, referred to as “The Hunter Bag”. Thus, every game should start with four sets of three six-sided dice, 

one unique color set per hunter, all within the same dice bag. These are the hunter’s order dice. Adversaries for each 

mission will also have their own set of order dice to be added to their own dice bag (referred to as “The Adversary Bag”), 

following a mission’s specific rules. Order dice do not have to be specially manufactured dice, but all order dice—for all 

hunters and adversaries—should be identical in shape, weight and size.  

There are six different orders that players may give to the hunters (or adversaries) they control, and each order can be 

represented by either a number on a normal six-sided die or a special symbol found on the limited edition Star Breach 

order dice sets. Here are the descriptions of those six orders, by number and symbol:  

1. Down- The character hits the dirt where they were standing and does not move, nor shoot. A character can only use certain relics and 

perform certain actions when given a Down Order. Also, a downed character adds +2 to their initiative when making dodge rolls against 

ranged-attacks. Furthermore, an order die may be immediately drawn and used to assign a Down Order to any character who is targeted 

by an enemy ranged attack, but only if they have yet to take an order. If a player chooses to do this, the appropriate die is pulled and the order is 

immediately executed before any attack rolls are made. If a Down Order is given in this manner, the character may not use a relic. 

 

2. Mend- The character concentrates all their energy on tending to wounds. The player rolls a D6. The result of the roll is directly 

proportional to the health regained by the character, in a 1:1 ratio. Thus, a roll of a 1 grants the character +1 health, a roll of 6 gives +6 

health, and so forth, up to the character’s initial maximum health value. 

 

3. Cover Fire- Instead of aiming at a single enemy target, the character centers aim on a general area of the battlefield and then rapidly 

unloads their weapon. The player chooses a target point on the table, over an enemy model or not, where they want their character to 

aim and execute a ranged attack. This point must be within line-of-sight of the character and within range of the weapon used. All models, 

friend or foe, within 2" of the target point become individual targets of the ranged attack. Because Cover Fire is a poorly aimed volley of fire, the 

attacking character must apply a -2 active initiative modifier to all of their resulting attack rolls. (See the Ranged Attacks section for more info on 

making attack rolls.) If a character is hit by a Cover Fire ranged attack, then they apply wounds as normal, and—if they also have yet to take an 

order—they must immediately pull an order die and execute a Down Order, without the ability to use relics or receive relic effects.  

 

4. Fire- The character stands and fires any one of their equipped weapons towards one enemy model within line-of-sight and range. Or, if 

they are able, the character may instead attempt to cast one known psychic ability. Except for mechs, all hunters and adversaries may not 

fire more than one weapon per Fire Order. (See the Ranged Attacks section for more info on making attack rolls. See the Psychic Abilities section 

for more info on casting psychic abilities.)  

 

5. Advance- The character first moves up to their maximum movement value listed in their profile.* Then, the character may execute a 

Fire Order (as described above). If a Fire Order is executed, the character incurs a -1 initiative modifier for their attack roll or psychic roll 

due to moving before shooting.  

 

6. Run- The character quickly moves across the field up to double their movement value. * This move does not have to be in a straight-line 

and can include jumping up to 2” horizontal gaps and scaling climbable surfaces. This order may also be used as an Assault Order against 

one targeted enemy character within the runner’s movement range. Furthermore, to execute an Assault Order  the running character 

must have either a direct line-of-sight to the target, or at least one friendly warband member must have line-of-sight to the target. The player must 

declare the Run Order as an Assault Order before moving the character, indicating which enemy model they are attempting to engage in close 

combat. The targeted model, if having not already taken an order, may counter the assault by pulling an order die and immediately executing a Fire 

Order (at -2 initiative). This responsive Fire Order is worked out before the running soldier is brought into close combat, always from the exact 

distance where the running soldier either started in full view or came into full view, unobscured by any cover. If the shot does not kill the assaulting 

model, or no attempt to fire was made, then the assaulting character moves up to double their movement value to connect with their target. The 

two characters will then immediately enter a round of close combat. (See the Close Combat section for more info on resolving close combat.)  

 

*Unless otherwise noted in a mission’s specific rules, Hunters may never intentionally “Advance” or “Run” off the battlefield. Also, while all 

characters may freely move through friendly models, they may never come within 1” of an enemy model without an “Assault” order or action . 
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PLAYING OUT A MISSION 

 

Once players have readied their hunters, chosen a mission, set up the table for battle and deployed all the models 

according to the mission, they can begin the game. Most missions are confined to six game turns. Playing out a turn 

happens in two simple phases: 

 

1. Order Dice Phase: Draw All Order Dice and Execute Orders 

Unlike a typical game of Star Breach, in Hunters the opposing sides draw their order dice from two different order dice 

bags: the Hunter Bag and the Adversary Bag (see The Order Dice System section above for more information). These 

dice pulls are always done in an alternating fashion, with one die being blindly drawn from one bag (and an order given 

to the die’s corresponding character), and then the next die being blindly drawn from the other bag (and an order given 

to its corresponding character). Unless otherwise noted in a mission’s specific rules, at the beginning of every new turn, 

players always draw from the Adversary Bag first. 

Typically the order dice in the Adversary Bag will always be a single colored set, though sometimes special characters 

may have their own distinct color set. Thus, when pulling an order die for the adversary warband, players typically assign 

orders to adversary models based on the mission’s rules and either the game’s AI System or the GM’s desire (See the AI 

System for Adversary Characters section for more info). For the Hunter Bag, the color of the die drawn will clearly 

indicate which character it belongs to, and the controlling player of this character must then use the die to assign an 

order to this specific character alone. Orders may not be shared nor exchanged between hunters. Remember that each 

hunter should have 3 corresponding order dice in the Hunter Bag, and thus only three assignable orders per turn.  

To give an order to a character the player simply places the die next to the model, with the order number and symbol 

they want the character to execute facing up. Once an order is assigned, the character must immediately execute that 

order, following the order’s directions under The Order Dice System section above.  

Once the effects of this order are fully resolved, then the next die is blindly drawn from the opposing dice bag. Just as 

the one before it, this order die is assigned to its corresponding character, a specific order is chosen, and the character 

immediately executes the chosen order. In this manner, the system repeats and play unfolds until all the order dice have 

been drawn from both bags and each character has been assigned (and executed) all available orders.  

Two notes about Order Dice: 

1) Most of the time, one dice bag will run out of order dice before the other. This is perfectly normal. When this happens, players will 

simply draw the rest of the order dice directly from the single bag until all remaining order dice are drawn, assigned, and executed. 

2) Sometimes a character is killed and the model is removed from play before receiving an order (or remaining orders). When you 

remove this model, remember to remove all of its corresponding dice from its dice bag. When a character is removed, but extra dice 

remain in the bag, it can slightly skew the odds and makes for a confusing end to the phase. 

  

An important note for assigning orders to Hunter characters: a hunter may never be assigned, and thus execute, 

the same order twice-in-a-row per game turn. The only exception to this rule being a Down Order, which may be 

taken consecutively at any time. So, for example: If a hunter is assigned a Mend Order with their first available order 

die, then under no circumstance may they be assigned a Mend Order when their second available die is pulled. But 

then, when time to do so, the third assigned order may be once again a Mend Order.  
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2. Mission Event Phase: End the Turn and Roll for a Mission Event 

Once the Order Dice Phase comes to an end and every character has received and executed orders, the turn is over. 

Players now make certain that remaining casualties and unnecessary counters are cleared from the table. They then 

collect all the order dice and place them back into their respective dice bags, giving the bags a good shuffle.  

Every Hunters mission has its own “Mission Event Chart”, with 6 unique mission events that randomly alter the mission 

rules between turns. Before starting every new turn, players simply roll a single D6 to determine the Mission Event for 

the following turn. Depending on the number rolled, players consult the Mission Event chart and then apply the new 

rules and/or mission conditions. Sometimes the same event will be rolled for multiple times within the same game. If 

this happens, players may choose to reroll the event or repeat the event when it makes sense to do so. Players then 

start the new turn and repeat phases 1 and 2. In this manner, the game is played out until the end of the final turn or 

until one of the opposing sides is completely eliminated. In either case, this is the end of the mission. 

 

The Post-Battle Regroup 

At the end of every mission, win or lose, players will immediately bring their hunter warband into a Post-Battle Regroup: 

an essential stage of the game where the mission’s results are evaluated. While the details of every game’s Post-Battle 

Regroup is unique to the mission played, the series of events is always the same: 

 

Step One: Mission Report 

During this step, players will first discover the end of the mission’s story, based on whether the mission was a loss or a 

success and, if a success, based on which secondary objectives were also completed. The results of every new mission 

report will also impact the hunter warband’s overall campaign growth and direction. 

Step Two: Assess Hunter Injuries 

Hunters who are eliminated from a mission never truly “die”, but rather narrowly escape with sometimes traumatic and 

debilitating injuries. If a player’s hunter was eliminated from the match, they will roll a D6 on a wound chart and 

immediately apply the result for the rest of the campaign. 

Step Three: Open Secured Illicit Caches 

Every mission will feature a handful of illicit caches, valuable stashes of useful weapons, relics, AP and/or UC (see the 

Illicit Caches section for more information). At the end of every mission, players will open all secured caches and reveal 

its contents, following the mission’s specific guidelines for doing so. 

Step Four: Assign or Inventory New Weapons, Relics, AP and UC 

After completing the first three steps, the final step of the Post-Battle Regroup is to assign or inventory newly acquired 

weapons, relics, AP and UC (collectively termed as “items” in this section) in preparation for the next mission. All of 

these items may be assigned to hunters, inventoried into the warband’s shared vault, or spent/sold to acquire new 

items (which may then be immediately assigned or inventoried). When assigning items to hunters, players must first all 

agree which hunters will be taking which items. New items found in missions are always free to assign, without spending 

their value in UC. Sometimes—especially with gaining AP and UC at the end of mission—hunters cannot give away or 

exchange what they personally earned in battle. They will only use these new items for themselves. If items currently 

cannot be assigned, or if players simply wish not to assign the items before the next mission, then these items may be 

placed in the warband’s vault for later use. Items in the vault are saved there for the entirety of the campaign until being 

assigned or spent/sold. Players can always buy new weapons and common relics by spending available UC. Also, new 

weapons and relics earned or found in missions can always be sold in exchange for their listed UC value.  
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GAMEPLAY MECHANICS AND SPECIAL RULES 

 
Weapon Profiles and Special Rules 

Every character in Hunters will take at least a primary weapon into battle, and often a secondary weapon along with a 

grenade or two. Weapons have their own mini profiles, highlighting the weapon’s range in inches, number of attacks per 

targeted character, and damage modifier. Sometimes a weapon has “melee” listed under range and “NA” under number 

of attacks because this weapon is suited for close combat. Thus, the weapon is only useful in melee and range is not 

applicable. Other times, along with the weapon’s range, a weapon may grant 2 or even 3 ranged attack rolls per target 

(see the Ranged Attacks section below). For each character being targeted by a ranged attack from this weapon, each of 

these rolls—and their corresponding dodge rolls—must be calculated and worked out independently from one another. 

And finally, the weapon’s damage modifier adds an additional damage bonus value to successful hits from ranged 

attacks and close combat (as explained in the Ranged Attacks and Close Combat sections below).  

Weapons may also have special rules listed next to their profiles. These rules explain special benefits of the weapon 

and/or how the weapon works under specific circumstances. Some of these special rules are common enough that they 

are indicated by a single word or phrase. Here are those common special rules: 

Area of Effect Weapon (AoE). A weapon noted as “AoE” under its Special Rules section is an area of effect weapon that 

always produces a large target area when executing a Fire order or Focus Fire action. These weapons cannot be used to 

execute a Cover Fire order, but when making other ranged attacks always produces a target area exactly like Cover Fire 

would (a 2” radius from a chosen point on the battlefield, creating a 4” wide circular area). Also similar to a Cover Fire 

order, characters who have yet to take an order and are hit by an AoE weapon must immediately be assigned an order 

die and execute a Down order, regardless of total damage applied. Unlike a Cover Fire order, however, the character 

executing a ranged attack with an AoE weapon only applies a -1 active initiative modifier. Also, AoE weapons may never 

be used in close combat. When fighting in close combat while equipped with an AoE weapon, a soldier may either fight 

with their other equipped weapon (i.e. secondary weapon), or must choose to fight with no weapon in particular and 

thus forfeit any initiative modifier or damage bonus when rolling for and resolving close combat. 

Compact. A weapon noted as “Compact” under its Special Rules section is light in the hands of a character and easy to 

fire while on the move. Characters may execute an Advance order (move and shoot) with a compact weapon without 

incurring the typical -1 active initiative modifier for attack rolls. 

Grenade. A weapon noted as a “Grenade” under its Special Rules section is a one-time-use, unwieldy, AoE weapon. A 

grenade may only be used one time during a Fire order or Focus Fire Action per each grenade taken under a character’s 

profile. When executing a ranged attack with a grenade, the grenade may be thrown over obstacles up to 3” tall, 

needing no line-of-sight when targeting a point on the battlefield. Due to the indirect nature of the weapon, there is a -1 

active initiative modifier when making a ranged attack with a grenade (like other AoE weapons). Furthermore, when 

using a grenade without line-of-sight the modifier drops to -2 active initiative. 

Mechs. Hunters will occasionally faceoff against adversaries equipped with mechanic combat suits, marked as (mech) for 

short. Below are three rules that make a character marked as a (mech) special:  

1. Mechs are heavily armed. When executing any ranged attack order or action, mechs may either fire their primary 

weapon twice or fire both their primary weapon and secondary weapon simultaneously. In addition, they may choose to 

fire at two different targets when executing these ranged attacks. 

2. Mechs tend to be big and easy to hit, and thus do not benefit from partial cover of any kind. Similarly, while mechs 

may execute a Down Order, mechs do not gain the passive initiative modifier for being down when making dodge rolls.  

3. Mechs do not suffer a -1 active initiative modifier when executing an Advance Order or when executing a Fire Order in 

response to an Assault.  
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Ranged Attacks 

Fire and Cover Fire Orders are both considered “ranged attacks”. When a character executes a ranged attack, the 

controlling player will need to roll two, six-sided dice (2D6) and add the attacking character’s current active initiative 

value to the sum of the roll. This is called an “attack roll.” After an attack roll is made, the opposing player then responds 

by rolling 2D6 and then adding the targeted character’s current passive initiative value to the sum of the roll. This 

defensive roll is called a “dodge roll.” When calculating the total of either an attack roll or a dodge roll, a character’s 

current initiative value may be impacted—momentarily—by initiative modifiers from battlefield situations, such as being 

behind cover or having the “high ground”. Here is a list of all possible modifiers: 

After both the attack roll and corresponding dodge roll have been calculated, players compare their totals. If the total of 

the attack roll is equal to or less than the dodge roll, then the ranged attack is a miss and no wounds are applied to the 

targeted character. However, if the total of the attack roll is greater than the total dodge roll, the attack is a hit. If the 

ranged attack is a hit, then the players immediately calculate the difference between the total attack roll and total 

dodge roll (still including initiative and all applicable modifiers). This final number will be the “initial damage” to be 

applied against the targeted character. 

Applying Wounds 

Once players have determined the initial damage from an attack, applying wounds is simple. The character adds the 

used weapon’s damage bonus (listed under the weapon’s profile) to the initial damage and then applies the total 

damage against the targeted character’s armor value. Any leftover damage is then applied against the target character’s 

health as wounds. It is entirely possible that the total damage inflicted will be too weak to penetrate the character’s 

armor value, thus causing 0 wounds against their health. It is also possible that the total far surpasses the character’s 

armor value, consumes their current health value, and thus eliminates them from the battle. Just remember: a 

character’s armor value is a constant value that is never depleted. A character’s health value is the only value that 

fluctuates from wounds and healing. 

Here’s a quick example of the entire Ranged Combat process: 

 A Hunter “Fires” his Bolt Rifle from short range and high ground at a Coven Trooper who is currently “Down”. The Hunter rolls 

2D6 and gets a 9. Adding his modified active initiative of 6 (3base+1half range+2high ground), his total attack roll is 14. The 

Coven Trooper rolls 2D6 and gets a 6. Adding his modified passive initiative of 5 (3base+2being down), his total dodge roll is 

11. The attack hits with an initial damage of 3. The weapon’s damage bonus is +3 for a total of 6. The damage total is first 

applied against the Coven Trooper’s armor value of 4 and then against his health value of 7. Thus, the Trooper takes 2 wounds 

and is left with 5 health value. 

Attack Roll Modifiers (not including weapon, skill or relic effects): 

Soldier is “walking wounded” at 3 health value or less remaining………      -2 Active Initiative* 

Soldier’s ranged attack is “Cover Fire”………………………………………………………-2 Active Initiative 

Soldier is making a ranged attack in response to an “Assault”………………….-2 Active Initiative* 

Soldier moved before shooting (executed an “Advance” order) this turn...-1 Active Initiative* 

Soldier’s weapon is an AoE weapon…………………………………………………………. -1 Active Initiative 

Soldier’s target is within half-range of their weapon’s max range...………….+1 Active Initiative 

Soldier has the “high ground”, at 3” or more above their target’s base…….+2 Active Initiative 

 

Dodge Roll Modifiers (not including skill or relic effects): 

Soldier behind partial cover…………………………………….............................. +1 Passive Initiative* 

Soldier is currently Down……………………………………………………………………..+2 Passive Initiative* 
*These modifiers are not applied to soldiers marked as (mech) 
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Close Combat 

If a character successfully executes an “Assault” towards an enemy, and if a responding “Fire” order does nothing to kill 

the assaulting character, then the characters now in base-to-base contact immediately enter and resolve a round of 

close combat. To resolve a round of close combat, each player rolls 2D6 and then adds the active initiative value of their 

character in combat to the resulting roll (plus any potential initiative modifiers from the weapon he is using in the close 

combat round). The player with the higher outcome wins the round of combat, and the losing character must apply the 

difference of the two combat roll totals—plus any damage bonuses granted by the winner’s weapon—first against their 

armor value and then against their health value (this mechanic being identical to applying wounds from a ranged attack).  

If the result of close combat kills a character, then they are removed as a casualty and the order is complete. If the result 

does not kill a character, then the winning player has a choice from three options. They may either:  

1) push the enemy character back, moving the enemy model 2” away in any direction (even off a ledge!), 

2) step out of combat and move their own model in any direction up to 2” away from the enemy model, or  

3) fight another round of close combat, but the enemy character must apply a -2 initiative mod to their next combat roll. 

If option 3 is chosen, then a second close combat round ensues, with players once again making combat rolls and 

calculating who is the winner and who takes damage. The winner of this round, if both characters are still alive, may 

then make a choice from the three options above. If a third round of close combat is chosen and completed, and both 

characters are still alive, the winner of this combat round must choose either option 1 or 2 from the list above and the 

characters disengage. If the results of a round of close combat ever end in a tie, then both characters immediately 

disengage without damage taken and safely step away from each other, leaving a 2” gap between them. 

Health Effects 

Healthy characters are essential to the success of their team’s operation. When characters lose health, players simply 

keep track of this on the character’s profile with the use of tokens, a counting die, pencil/eraser, etc. 

Walking Wounded 

If a character’s health has dropped to the point where they only have 3 health value or less remaining—until they can be 

mended back to better health—the character must apply -2 movement to their base profile and when executing any 

ranged attack or fighting in close combat, the character must apply a -2 initiative modifier.  

Casting Psychic Abilities 

Some characters have psychic abilities: utilizing supernatural powers, mystical knowledge, or synthetic compounds to 

advance their cause on the battlefield. Hunters can each learn up to 7 different psychic abilities within a chosen Psychic 

School. The very first time a player chooses to apply AP towards psychic abilities for any given hunter, the player must 

dedicate the Hunter to one of the four Psychic Schools or to the sole use of Plasmids. No two hunters may learn abilities 

from the same Psychic School or through the use of Plasmids. Thus, each hunter will possess unique access to only one 

psychic discipline. The only exceptions to this rule are the abilities “Psychic Block” and “Psychic Counter”, which are two 

defensive abilities which all psychics automatically learn and possess once they have learned their first psychic ability 

from any one of the psychic schools. (For more information, see the Psychic School and Abilities section) 

If an adversary has psychic abilities, then their psychic school will be noted under their profile, along with the abilities 

they possess from that school.  

Here’s a quick example of the entire Close Combat Process: 

Player One’s Hunter successfully assaults a Coven Trooper. Both characters roll 2D6, with the hunter rolling a 10 

and the trooper rolling a 6. The Hunter’s active initiative value is 3, so his total combat score is 13. The Trooper’s 

active initiative is 3, so his total score is 9. The Hunter wins the combat by a difference of 4 and adds his used 

weapon’s wound mod to the difference (say, +4) for a total of 8. This damage total is then applied against the 

Trooper’s armor and current health. 
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When a player chooses to give a psychic character a “Fire” order, they may choose to have the character attempt to 

execute one psychic ability instead of making a ranged attack. To successfully execute a character’s psychic ability, the 

player will roll 2D6 and then add the character’s current passive initiative value. If the total meets or surpasses the 

ability’s required power level, then the ability is successfully executed, immediately enacted, and the order is finished. If 

the total is less than the required power level, then the ability fails, the character applies -1 to their health value and the 

order is finished. 

Illicit Caches 

Illicit caches are secondary objectives that are added to every mission in a randomized quantity. While not always 

essential to the mission’s primary objective, illicit caches are very beneficial for hunters to secure, as they will each 

contain varying amounts of UC, uncommon relics, high value weapons, and even AP: all free to apply and use in the 

following missions of the campaign. Thus, securing at least a couple of illicit caches per mission can be essential to a 

hunter warband’s overall campaign success. Players will get to crack-open their secured illicit caches and see what’s 

inside after each match during each mission’s specific Post-Battle Regroup. 

Illicit caches may be represented on the battlefield by colored tokens, markers, coins, minis, whatever players prefer, 

but may not be any larger than 32mm round. Illicit caches are added to every mission battlefield in a random amount by 

rolling two D3s and totaling the numbers (D3 meaning a D6 where the pip values are always halved, rounding up). 

Once players have set-up a mission’s battlefield terrain, they will always roll to see how many illicit caches will be in play. 

Once the number is determined (and before deploying any characters—hunters or adversaries) the players will then 

place the illicit cache tokens on the board in a turn-based manner, with each player placing an equal (as possible) 

amount of cache tokens. The tokens must be placed at least 9” away from any given edge of the battlefield and at least 

6” away from one another. As players have yet to know where they will deploy, it is fitting that the players work 

together to place the illicit caches in an evenly spaced manner. 

To secure illicit caches during a mission, a hunter must be in base-to-base contact with the illicit cache token and then 

be assigned a Down Order. When a hunter has done this, they now possess the illicit cache for the remainder of the 

mission so long as they can stay alive. If the mission ends and the hunter is still alive, the illicit cache will be opened 

during the mission’s specific Post-Battle Regroup. If the hunter is eliminated from play, however, the illicit cache is 

immediately dropped where the hunter was located. Hunters may not hand-off illicit caches to other hunters. A single 

hunter may secure multiple illicit caches in the same mission, but, if they are eliminated, they will drop all the illicit 

caches they had secured, with each token placed side-by-side at the location of elimination. When a mission comes to 

an end, if there are remaining illicit caches on the battlefield, they are lost. 
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Terrain Effects 

Every Hunters mission should be unique and exciting to play, largely thanks to the terrain set on the table. The terrain on 

the battlefield not only enhances the look of a game, but also greatly enhances the strategy and gameplay. Without any 

interesting terrain features, a game could be potentially very bloody and very boring. Below is a list of different types of 

terrain, their rules as they relate to the game, and some examples of how they may be represented on the table. After 

setting up the terrain on your battlefield, be sure that both players know exactly what type of terrain is featured and 

how it impacts the rules of the game. 

*Full Cover. If a character model is behind a piece of terrain that completely obscures the model from an attacker’s line-of-sight, 

then he is in full cover. When in full cover, a character cannot be directly targeted by any type of ranged attack or assault from an 

enemy character who cannot see the model, with the only exception of becoming collateral from a “Cover Fire” order (in which case, 

the full cover is considered partial cover if applying modifiers). Many terrain pieces can act as full cover if a character is completely 

hidden from a certain vantage point. Oppositely, if any part of the model’s body can still be seen from the vantage point of an 

attacker, even if the model is assumed to be “Down”, then the model may still be targeted—and target others—and the cover is not 

considered full cover, but rather as partial cover. 

*Partial Cover. When drawing line-of-sight from the position of an attacking model, if the targeted character model is partially 

obscured by any terrain piece, or another character model—friend of foe—then they gain a +1 initiative modifier when totaling any 

dodge rolls. To be considered partially obscured, at least a quarter of the model’s body should be blocked from line-of-sight. For 

example: the model could be obscured from the knees down by a piece of rubble. 

*Difficult Ground. These terrain pieces may be the most difficult for players to identify and agree upon. Difficult ground would be 

any surface, greater than 2” of width on the field, where a “Run/Assault” order would be impossible to execute. Sometimes terrain 

could be both providing cover for a character, but also prove to be difficult to maneuver through, such as a ransacked control room, 

or a densely thicketed jungle. Again, the players should identify these grounds before they play out a battle.  

*High Ground. When the base of a character model is at least 3” vertically above the base of an enemy model, they are considered 

to have the high ground. If a character executes a ranged attack on an enemy who is below their position by 3” or more, then they 

will gain an additional +2 Initiative to the total attack roll.  Also, a character on the high ground cannot be the target of an “Assault” 

order from any enemy who is 3” or more vertically beneath their position (base to base). A character may always jump down from 

any height instead of climbing down while moving—even when executing an “Assault” order—for free movement during the length 

of the fall. However, if a fall—voluntary or not—is 4” or greater, for every inch fallen the character must apply a wound against their 

health, completely bypassing any armor value.  

*Thematic Element. Oftentimes, players will want to include thematic elements to their battlefield: terrain that can be interacted 

with and utilized by hunters and/or their adversaries. The possibilities of such terrain elements are endless (portals, airlocks, 

construction equipment, explosive containers, etc.). Indeed, many missions will include specific thematic elements within their rules. 

Be creative with how you place and use thematic elements, but just be sure to create sensible and balanced rules for each new piece 

well before a battle begins. All players should know how to properly identify and advantageously interact with (or avoid!) the 

thematic terrain elements you add to your battlefield. 
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THE AI SYSTEM FOR ADVERSARY CHARACTERS 

As a solo or cooperative challenge, Hunters pits the player(s) against the game. As noted before, when there is an odd 

player (as with a 3 or 5 player game), the odd player will control the adversary characters as the game’s GM. But when 

there is no GM to play against, players will use this AI System to control the Adversary models in a way that is both 

sensical and strategic. It can be very boring to play against an overtly easy game. And it is certainly no fun to play against 

a system that is consistently making silly in-game decisions. Thus, whether the adversaries are being controlled by a 

human player as the GM, or by the AI System below, the goal is always the same: adversary characters should prove to 

be formidable opponents who execute strategically sound orders from the beginning to the end of a mission. 

In the Hunter’s AI System, the adversaries typically follow a strict protocol of assignments and actions based on the 

game’s current circumstances. This is embodied in two sets of guidelines: “Who Goes First” and “Priority of Orders”.  

Who Goes First 

When pulling orders for the adversary warband, players first need to know the sequence in which each adversary 

character will take orders. Sometimes missions will feature special adversary characters who will be able to execute 

multiple orders per turn, and will have their own order dice in a unique color. When these characters’ dice are drawn, 

players will clearly know to whom it belongs. But since most adversaries typically share from the same pool of colored 

dice to take a single order per turn, the AI system features a “Who Goes First” rule for determining in which sequence 

these adversaries are assigned and execute orders. This rule is summarized in a 5-step prioritization: 

1. Highest Active Initiative Value, In Grave Danger, and a Substantial Threat to Hunters 

2. In Grave Danger AND a Substantial Threat to Hunters 

3. In Grave Danger OR a Substantial Threat to Hunters 

3. Highest Active Initiative Value 

4. Relevant Profile or Battlefield Advantages 

Adversary models who have the highest active initiative values of the warband will almost always take orders before 

lower initiative soldiers. As displayed above, however, there are a two in-game circumstances which may push an 

adversary model up the chain of order assignment priority. An adversary is “in grave danger” if they are in line-of-sight 

and weapon range of two or more hunter models. This danger is further increased if the adversary has also already 

taken wounds. Even among fellow adversaries with higher initiative values, this adversary model should be given priority 

to execute the next available order. An adversary is “a substantial threat to hunters” if they are positioned to execute 

either a Fire Order or an Assault Order and a successful attack would likely eliminate or significantly hinder a nearby 

hunter model. This adversary also has priority over their comrades, regardless of initiative value. Following this line of 

thinking, if an adversary is both “in grave danger” and “a substantial threat to hunters” simultaneously, then their 

prerogative to take an order before their fellow adversaries is at its maximum.  

If multiple adversaries are in similar positions of being ‘”in grave danger” and/or a “substantial threat”, then players 

should always assume the higher initiative model will take an order first. If the initiatives are the same, however, then 

the final consideration would be any relevant profile or battlefield advantages that might make one adversary more 

likely to act before the other. Things to consider: movement values, current health values, equipped weaponry, weapon 

ranges, battlefield positions, current mission objectives, etc. Hopefully, with a quick inventory of the situation, the 

proper candidate for the next order will become obvious.  
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Priority of Orders 

After determining which adversary model will receive the newest available order die, players must then determine 

which order the adversary will execute and how. This is called an adversary’s “Priority of Orders”. Sometimes an 

adversary or group of adversaries will have a specified Priority of Orders based on mission specific rules. Otherwise, 

most adversaries will follow this list: 

First Priorities: Fire, Assault or Advance 

Adversaries who are healthy and able will always try to attack a hunter in one of three ways: by executing either a Fire Order, an 

Assault Order or an Advance Order.  

1. A Fire Order is always the top priority, with the adversary executing this ranged attack at the most wounded and/or nearest 

hunter model within line-of-sight and range. Adversaries will always use the most powerful weapon they have equipped, starting 

with a grenade if available. If the character is a psychic, then they may prioritize casting a psychic ability instead of firing a weapon 

(see the mission’s specific rules).  

2. An Assault is the top priority if it makes more sense for the adversary to execute a Run Order and assault the most wounded 

and/or nearest hunter model within line-of-sight and range, instead of executing a Fire Order. An adversary will execute an Assault 

Order instead of a Fire Order if A) the adversary has a higher active initiative total in close combat than the hunter and B) the 

adversary has no need to stay in their current position on the battlefield. Also, if the adversary only has a melee weapon equipped 

and no psychic abilities, then they will naturally always prioritize an Assault Order. When winning rounds of close combat, 

adversaries will always opt to continue fighting. After winning the third round of close combat, they will choose to push the hunter 

model out of combat 2” in the most strategically advantageous way possible. 

3. An Advance Order is top priority only if the adversary has no line-of-sight and/or no range to execute a Fire Order, and simply 

advancing forward  would grant them the line-of-sight and range necessary to make a Fire Order. The adversary will advance 

towards the nearest piece of terrain and/or nearest hunter model. Foremost, they will try to utilize high ground. Secondly, they will 

try to utilize partial cover. If no partial cover or high ground is within advancing range, then the character will simply advance 

forward until they have the clearest, closest line-of-sight to the nearest and/or most wounded hunter model. 

Secondary Priorities: Run, Mend, Cover Fire, or Down 

Adversaries will prioritize and execute one of these four orders only based on specific in-game circumstances.  

4. A Run Order (without an Assault) makes sense for an adversary who needs to be at a specific battlefield position as quickly as 

possible. This may be based on the mission’s objectives, but adversaries will also execute a Run order towards a position that is 

strategically advantageous (such as gaining high ground, hiding behind full cover, or running along the battlefields edge for better 

positioning). If an adversary is equipped with only melee weapons, then they will typically run to an good position that is directly 

towards the most wounded/and or nearest hunter (such as a position of full cover in the middle of the battlefield), hoping to strike 

with an Assault order on the next turn. As a general rule: if an adversary cannot Fire, Assault, or Advance towards a hunter, and the 

adversary is both in good health and free to move about the battlefield, then they will Run somewhere advantageous to their 

warband’s overall strategy. 

5. A Mend Order makes sense for an adversary who has lost at least 4 health value, and who otherwise has nothing better to 

execute. Furthermore, unless it is the last turn of the game, a Mend Order is mandatory for adversaries who are at 3 health value 

remaining or less. If it is the last turn of the game then adversaries will always attempt a First Priority order if possible (or a mission 

specific order), regardless of their current health value.  

6. A Cover Fire Order only ever makes sense for an adversary if two or more hunters are within a Cover Fire’s target range and the 

adversary is not otherwise better suited to execute a Fire Order or an Assault Order. Cover Fire is generally not as successful as a Fire 

Order when it comes to gaining hits (with a -2 active initiative for the attacker). Thus, an adversary will usually not execute a Cover 

Fire Order. The only exception to this rule is if a successful hit from a Cover Fire Order would cause the hunter to take a Down Order 

and thus somehow alter the game’s immediate outcome in a dramatic fashion. In this case, even against the odds, the adversary 

may attempt to execute a Cover Fire Oder. 

7. A Down Order will be rarely intentionally taken by an adversary. The only circumstances in which adversaries will ever 

intentionally execute a Down Order are: A) If the soldier is the target of a ranged attack, has yet to take any other order, is low on 

health and needs to stay alive and/or stay put, then he will go down as a reaction order. * B) The mission specific rules say so. 

* Speaking of reaction orders: as a reaction to an Assault Order, adversaries will always execute a Fire Order when free to do so. 

Similarly, as a reaction to the casting of a physic ability, adversary physics will always attempt a physic block against the ability when 

free to do so. 
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School of Order  

1. Mend  
Power lvl-9 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select one friendly character within 12” and line-of-sight of the psychic (including 
the psychic as well) to regain up to 4 health value, up to their initial maximum health value. 

2. Push  
Power lvl-10 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any other character within 18” and line-of-sight of the psychic and move 
them up to 8” in any direction, even if the direction places the character out of line-of-sight. This movement is free, but it 
cannot be used to place characters into close combat. Also, this movement cannot be directly up into the air. 

3. Dismantle 
Power lvl-11 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any enemy character within 18” and line-of-sight of the psychic and 
immediately destroy their primary weapon and any grenades they may have. The character may no longer execute 
ranged attacks or fight in close combat with their primary weapon or grenades for the remainder of the battle. 

4. Heal  
Power lvl-12 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select one friendly character within 18” and line-of-sight of the psychic (including 
the psychic as well) to regain full health value. 

5. Halt  
Power lvl-13 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any enemy character within 18” and line-of-sight of the psychic and set 
their movement value to 1 and initiative value to 2 for the remainder of this turn and the next. 

6. Disremember 
Power lvl-14 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any one enemy character within line-of-sight who possesses an Alpha skill 
or psychic ability. The enemy character may no longer utilize one skill or psychic ability, of the casting player’s choice, for 
the remainder of the battle. This ability may only be cast on the same enemy character once per battle. 

7. Thrive  
Power lvl-15 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, all friendly characters within 12” of the psychic (including the psychic as well) 
regain 4 health value, up to their initial maximum health value. 

 

 

School of Disorder  

1. Decay 
Power lvl-9 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any enemy character within 12” and line-of-sight of the psychic and 
automatically subtract 3 health value from the character, regardless of the character’s armor value. 

2. Wither 
Power lvl-10 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select an area 4” in diameter—like a Cover Fire Order—anywhere within 18” and 
line-of-sight of the psychic and automatically subtract 3 health value from every character standing within the target 
area, regardless of the character’s armor value. 

3. Scar 
Power lvl-11 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any friendly character within line-of-sight (including the psychic as well) 
and apply to them +2 armor value and -1 movement value for the remainder of the battle. This psychic ability cannot be 
cast more than once on the same character. 

4. Choke 
Power lvl-12 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any enemy character within line-of-sight and 18” of the psychic and set 
their movement value and initiative value to the value of 2 for the remainder of the this turn and the next. At the end of 
both turns, the targeted character subtracts 2 health value, regardless of the character’s armor value. This ability may 
only be successfully cast once on one enemy character at a time. 

5. Blast 
Power lvl-13 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, all characters within 6” of the psychic are moved directly away from the psychic, 
in a straight line and up to 6” or until they collide with a piece of terrain. If a character collides with a piece of terrain, 
even partially, they immediately and automatically subtract 5 health value, regardless of the character’s armor value. 

6. Leech 
Power lvl-14 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any enemy character within 24” and line-of-sight and automatically 
subtract 4 health value the character, regardless of the characters’ armor value. Simultaneously, select any friendly 
character within line-of-sight to regain 4 health value, up to their initial maximum. This friendly character may also be 
the psychic himself. 

7. Possess 
Power lvl-15 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any enemy character within 24” and  line-of-sight, draw an order die for 
the character (from the opposing player’s order dice) and assign them any order of the psychic player’s choice. This order 
may include executing a ranged attack towards a friendly character or assaulting a friendly character. 
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School of Time  

1. Stride 
Power lvl-9 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any friendly character within 12” and line-of-sight of the psychic (including 
the psychic as well). This character immediately executes a free Run Order up to 8”, drawing no order die to execute the 
free action, as well as taking the free action even if an order was previously executed. If the character selects to Assault 
as part of the Run, the targeted enemy may not respond with a Fire Order. However, a character in Ambush may still 
select to spring the Ambush Action against the moving character. 

2. Crumble 
Power lvl-10 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any flat surface of full cover on the battlefield (such as a wall, ceiling or 
floor) that is within line-of-sight of the psychic. On this surface, specify a circular area 4” in diameter—like a Cover Fire 
Order. This target area instantly crumbles in a wrinkle of time and no longer exists for the remainder of the game, giving 
characters full line-of-sight and freedom to pass through (or even immediately fall through) the area. 

3. Swap 
Power lvl-11 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any two characters within line-of-sight of the psychic, one of them 
possibly being the psychic as well. Immediately swap the battlefield positions of these two characters. 

4. Teleport 
Power lvl-12 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any friendly character within line-of-sight of the psychic who is currently 
Down, including the psychic as well. This character immediately and instantly teleports to any new location on the 
battlefield of the player’s choice. 

5. Rearm 
Power lvl-13 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any friendly character within line-of-sight of the psychic (including the 
psychic as well) and give them a new weapon of the player’s choice for both the character’s primary and secondary 
weapon choice. Select any weapons listed in the Warbands Anthology. This ability may only be cast once per friendly 
character. 

6. Retry 
Power lvl-14 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, the controlling player commands both players to replay the entire sequence of 
the last executed order or special action. The assigned order or action still stands, but the sequence of resulting events is 
replayed. Move characters back to their previous locations as necessary, regain lost wounds as necessary, re-roll D6 rolls 
as necessary: everything as if the first sequence of events never happened. This ability may only be cast on an order or 
special action if 1) all the characters of the event are still alive and 2) if the action was not already previously “retried” 
once before. 

7. Recall 
Power lvl-15 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, the controlling player selects one character—but not a “mech”—from their 
warband who has been previously eliminated from the battle. Roll a D6. On the result of a 1 or 2, nothing happens. On 
the result of a 3-6, the character warps back to the present from the past and is redeployed anywhere within the player’s 
deployment zone with full health. (For the sake of VP, the opposing player still gains full points for killing the character 
the first time and could potentially gain further victory points for eliminating the character again). 

 

School of Bio-Instinct  

1. Burrow 
Power lvl-9 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select one friendly character within 12” of the psychic, a character who has 
already executed an order, and cause them to “burrow” into the ground. The character model is removed and replaced 
with a “burrow” token, which cannot be interacted with whatsoever. During the following turn, when the player wishes 
to assign an order to the “burrowed” character, they place the character model back onto the battlefield anywhere 
within 6” of the token and then remove the token. The player then assigns the character any order they wish, per usual 
game play. 

2. Hunt 
Power lvl-10 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select one enemy character within 18” and line-of-sight of the psychic and place 
a token next to the model. For the remainder of the game, when a character from the psychic’s warband executes a 
ranged attack against this character, the enemy character never gains any initiative modifiers of any kind for dodge rolls. 
This ability may only be cast on the same enemy character once per battle. 

3. Adapt 
Power lvl-11 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select one friendly character within line-of-sight of the psychic (including the 
psychic as well) and select one ranged weapon carried by any enemy character which has already caused wounds to one 
or more friendly characters. The friendly character selected is immediately immune to attacks from this weapon type 
until the end of the battle and cannot be hit by ranged attacks from this weapon type whatsoever. This psychic ability 
may only be successfully cast once per battle. 

4. Evolve 
Power lvl-12 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select one friendly character within line-of-sight of the psychic (including the 
psychic as well). This character immediately gains +1 movement, +1 initiative and +1 armor values until the end of the 
battle. This psychic ability may only be successfully cast on the same friendly character once per battle. 

5. Roar 
Power lvl-13 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, the psychic unleashes a sub-sonic roar that acts like an EMP burst from the 
psychic’s position. All enemy characters within 12” of the psychic model lose 2 movement value and cannot fire ranged 
attacks for the remainder of the turn. 

6. Screech 
Power lvl-14 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, all enemy characters within 12” of the psychic must immediately subtract 3 from 
their health value, regardless of their armor values. 

7. Frenzy 
Power lvl-15 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, all friendly characters—regardless of their positions on the battlefield—
immediately gain +2 movement value and +1 initiative value until the end of the turn. 
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Plasmids  

1. Hack 
Power lvl-9 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select one enemy mech within 24” of the psychic model (no line-of-sight 
needed) and force it to immediately execute a free ranged attack with one of its weapons towards any one of its friendly 
characters within its line-of-sight. If the mech does not have ranged weapons, then simply subtract 3 health value from 
the mech, regardless of its armor value. 

2. Bullseye 
Power lvl-10 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select one enemy character within 24” and line-of-sight of the psychic and place 
a token next to this model. Until the end of the turn, when a character from the psychic’s warband executes a ranged 
attack against the specially marked enemy character, they do not add any initiative modifiers of any kind to their dodge 
rolls. 

3. Freeze 
Power lvl-11 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any enemy character within line-of-sight and 18” of the psychic and set 
their movement and initiative values to 1 for the remainder of the turn. 

4. Enrage 
Power lvl-12 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select any friendly mech within line-of-sight of the psychic and add +2 
movement value and +2 initiative value to the mech for the remainder of the turn. 

5. Incinerate 
Power lvl-13 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select an area 4” in diameter—like a Cover Fire Order—anywhere within 18” of 
the psychic and automatically subtract 3 health value from all characters who stand within the target area, regardless of 
the characters’ armor values. 

6. Collide 
Power lvl-14 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, select a single point anywhere on the battlefield grounds within 24” and line-of-
sight of the psychic. This point becomes a gravity well, violently pulling all characters within 4” of the point towards the 
center of the point and thus colliding with one another. All characters pulled together by the gravity well instantly move 
into a clump surrounding the point and each immediately loses 3 health value, regardless of their armor value. If a 
friendly character is caught in the well, they are pulled to the clump of characters and takes wounds just as well, but 
when repositioned, they are placed 1” away from all enemy models (and thus not entering close combat). Falling damage 
may also apply. 

7. Electro-Bolt 
Power lvl-15 

If this psychic ability is cast successfully, the psychic sends a bolt of electricity through the nearest enemy character 
within 24” and line-of-sight. The character instantly loses 5 health value, regardless of their armor value. The bolt then 
jumps to the nearest character within line-of-sight and 6” of the original target (friend or foe, but never to the psychic as 
well) and this new character now instantly loses 4 health value. Then the bolt moves on to the next nearest solider within 
line-of-sight and 6” and this character instantly lose 3 health value, and thus the bolt moves on in this manner until a fifth 
character is hit and loses 1 health value or the bolt as no more viable targets. No character may be electrocuted by the 
same bolt more than once. 

 

Psychic Block and Psychic Counter 

All characters who have learned at least one psychic ability also possess the defensive ability to cast a Psychic Block or a 

Psychic Counter. When successfully cast, blocks and counters are useful tools to protect a psychic’s warband from the 

effects of an enemy psychic’s abilities. Either a block or counter may be attempted by a controlling player’s friendly 

psychic under the following conditions:  

1) An opposing psychic has just successfully cast any one of their psychic abilities, but its effect has yet to be enacted. 

2) The friendly psychic is either within 6” of the character(s) targeted by the ability (including the psychic themselves) or 

the friendly psychic is within 6” of the opposing psychic who just successfully cast the ability. No line-of-sight required. 

3) The friendly psychic has yet to take an order die this phase.  

4) The player controlling the friendly psychic verbally declares they are attempting to make a “Psychic Block” or a 

“Psychic Counter”, immediately pulling an available order die from the dice bag and assigning a Fire Order to the 

psychic. The block or counter is then attempted as described below 

 

Psychic Block  
 

The psychic attempts to block the enemy psychic’s ability by meeting the ability’s base power level. The controlling 
player rolls 2D6 and adds their psychic’s current initiative value. If the total meets or exceeds the ability’s base power 
level, then the ability has been successfully blocked and nothing happens. If the total is less than the power level, the 
block has failed, the ability is enacted, and the psychic who attempted the block loses 1 health value. 

Psychic Counter The psychic attempts to not only block the opposing psychic’s ability but also harm the opposing psychic with telekinetic 
feedback by matching the opposing psychic’s power level roll. The controlling player rolls 2D6 and adds their psychic’s 
current initiative value. If the total meets or exceeds the roll which the opposing psychic used to cast their ability, then 
the ability has been successfully blocked and the opposing psychic immediately loses 4 health value, to a minimum of 1 
health remaining. If the total fails to match the opposing psychic’s roll, then the counter fails, the ability enacted, and the 
psychic who attempted the counter loses 4 health value, to a minimum of 1 health remaining. 
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A L P H A 
S K I L L S 
Inspiring Presence (1 & 2 & 3)    
Inspiring Presence 1. When a soldier with Inspiring Presence 1 

executes a Cover Fire, Fire, or Advance Order during the Order Die 

Phase of a turn, all friendly soldiers within 3” of the soldier’s starting 

position—including the soldier as well—gain a +1 initiative modifier 

when executing ranged attacks until the end of the Order Dice 

Phase. 

Inspiring Presence 2. Soldier must first possess Inspiring Presence 1 

to use this skill. Read as Inspiring Presence 1 but increase the range 

of this skill to 6”. 

Inspiring Presence 3. Soldier must first possess Inspiring Presence 2 

to use this skill. Read as Inspiring Presence 2, but instead of gaining 

an initiative modifier for only ranged attacks, all soldiers gain a +1 

bonus to their base initiative value until the end of the phase. 

Natural Leader (1 & 2)     

Natural Leader 1. When a soldier with Natural Leader 1 is assigned 

an order die, the player may immediately draw 1 more order die for 

their warband and assign it to any soldier or specialist who is within 

6” of the soldier with the Natural Leader skill. Both soldiers may 

then execute their assigned orders in any sequence of the player’s 

choosing.  

Natural Leader 2. Soldier must first possess Natural Leader 1 to use 

this skill. Read as Natural Leader 1, but instead of drawing only 1 

additional order die for their warband, the player draws 2 and 

assigns these additional dice to any soldier and/or specialist who are 

within 6” of the soldier with the Natural Leader 2 skill. 

Deadeye (1 & 2) & Weapons Mastery   

Deadeye 1. When a soldier with Deadeye 1 executes any ranged 

attack, they gain an additional +1 initiative modifier to all ranged 

attack rolls. 

Deadeye 2. Soldier must first possess Deadeye 1 to use this skill. 

Read as Deadeye 1, but increase the initiative modifier to +2 when 

using AoE weapons or grenades. 
Weapons Mastery. Soldier must first possess Deadeye 2 to use this 

skill. In addition to the benefits of Deadeye 2, when assigned a 

ranged attack order, the soldier with Weapons Mastery may execute 

two ranged attack orders, one immediately after the other, whether 

they be the same order type or not, whether they are at the same 

target or not, and whether they are with the same weapon or not. 

Fighting Instinct (1 & 2)     
Fighting Instinct 1. When a soldier with Fighting Instinct 1 is 

engaged in close combat, they gain an additional +1 initiative 

modifier to their close combat roll. 

Fighting Instinct 2. Soldier must first possess Fighting Instinct 1 to 

use this skill.  Read as Fighting Instinct 1 but increase the initiative 

modifier to +2. 

 

Ruthless Nature (1 & 2) & Terrifying Aura  
Ruthless Nature 1. When a soldier with Ruthless Nature 1, and any 

friendly soldiers within 12” of the soldier with Ruthless Nature 1, are 

hit by Cover Fire or an AoE weapon, they do not execute Down 

Orders, but remain free to take orders normally. 

Ruthless Nature 2. Soldier must first possess Ruthless Nature 1 to 

use this skill. Read as Ruthless Nature 1 but increase the range of 

this skill to 18”. 

Terrifying Aura. Soldier must first possess Ruthless Nature 2 to use 

this skill. In addition to the benefits of Ruthless Nature 2, all enemy 

soldiers within 12” and line-of-sight of the soldier incur a -1 initiative 

modifier when executing ranged attacks or fighting in close combat. 

Psychic Prowess (1 & 2) & Telekinetic Mastery  
Psychic Prowess 1. When a soldier with Psychic Prowess attempts to 

cast a psychic ability, they add +1 initiative modifier to their total 

power level roll. 

Psychic Prowess 2. Soldier must first possess Psychic Prowess 1 to 

use this skill. Read as Psychic Prowess 1, but increase the initiative 

modifier to +2. 

Telekinetic Mastery. Soldier must first possess Psychic Prowess 2 to 

use this skill. In addition to the benefits of Psychic Prowess 2, once 

per game the soldier may automatically cast one psychic ability from 

their available abilities. No dice roll necessary, and this particular 

cast cannot be blocked nor countered. 

Stealth (1 & 2)      
Stealth 1. When a soldier with Stealth 1 must make a dodge roll, 

apply an additional +1 initiative modifier to the total. 

Stealth 2. Soldier must first possess Stealth 1 to use this skill. In 

addition to the benefits of Stealth 1, when this soldier executes a 

Down Order and is against any type of cover, they cannot be directly 

targeted by a Fire or Focus Fire order. 

Field Medicine      
Field Medicine. When a soldier with Field Medicine executes a 

Down Order, instead of only using one-time use relics on their own 

self,  they may also use a relic and apply its effect on any friendly 

soldier or specialist—but not a mech—within 3” of the able soldier’s 

position. Additionally, when the soldier executes a Mend Order, they 

always regain +3 health value, up to their initial maximum, with no 

D6 roll required. This soldier may also transfer the effect of their 

Mend Order to any one friendly soldier or specialist—but not 

mech—within 3” of their position. 

Field Mechanic      
Field Mechanic. When a soldier with Field Mechanic executes a 

Mend Order, they may transfer the effect of their Mend Order to 

any one friendly specialist marked (Mech) within 3” of their position. 

Tough Skin      
Tough Skin. Any time a soldier with Tough Skin must apply damage, 

the soldier temporarily gains +1 armor value when calculating the 

total damage against their armor.
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W e a p o n s  A n t h o l o g y 

Weapon Name Cost(uc) Range(“) Attack Rolls 
per Target 

Damage 
Bonus 

Special Rules: 

Electrified Knife FREE melee na +3 +1 active initiative in close combat 

Power Gauntlet  2 melee na +4 +1 active initiative in close combat 

Power Claws 2 melee na +2 +2 active initiative in close combat 

Power Saber 3 melee na +4 +2 active initiative in close combat 

Razor Net 2 12 2 +1 AoE; All targets hit by a Razor Net must apply -3 movement value 
and -3 initiative value until the end of the turn 

Sunstone Shuriken 2 12 2 +3 Compact 

Moonbeam Whip 3 6 2 +4 +2 AI in CC; Compact; Cannot be used for Cover Fire Order 

Hunting Spear 3 12 1 +5 +2 AI in CC; Compact; Cannot be used for Cover Fire Order 

Arcane Scepter 3 12 1 +3 +1 AI in CC; Compact; Cannot be used for Cover Fire; +1 PI when 
attempting to cast psychic abilities. 

Bolt Pistol FREE 12 1 +2 +1 AI in close combat; Cannot be used to execute Cover Fire 

Subcompact Bolt Gun FREE 18 2 +2 +1 active initiative in close combat; Compact 

Bolt Rifle FREE 24 1 +3 - 

Bolt Rifle (Scoped) 1 36 1 +4 If used to execute an Advance Order, read all stats like a normal 
Bolt Rifle and apply -1 initiative modifier to attack roll as normal 

Starfire Rifle 1 30 1 +4 - 

Custom Twin Blasters 1 18 3 +1 - 

Plasma Shotgun 2 18 2 +4 +1 active initiative in close combat; Compact 

Heavy Bolt Repeater 2 24 2 +3 AoE 

Line Gun 2 24 1 +5 AoE, following these additional rules: The Player creates a 4” wide, 
horizontal line and places the line starting from the height of the soldier’s 
gun who fired the weapon. The player then moves the horizontal line 
directly away from the soldier and straight towards the point on the table 
which the player chose as the gun’s target area. All soldiers, foe or friendly, 
who are cut directly by the path of this line are considered targets of the 
attack. Full and partial cover rules are still to be considered. 

Flamethrower 3 18 2 +5 AoE, but target does not add positive initiative modifiers to their 
dodge roll for cover 

Rocket Launcher 3 24 1 +6 AoE, but target does not add positive initiative modifiers to their 
dodge roll for cover  

Beam Cannon 3 30 1 +6 - 

Plasma Cannon 4 24 1 +5 AoE, but target does not add positive initiative modifiers to their 
dodge roll of any kind  

Homing Plasma 
Missiles 

4 18 1 +5 AoE, but target does not add positive initiative modifiers to their 
dodge roll of any kind; Soldier executing ranged attack does not 
need line-of-sight to the target point, as long as at least one friendly 
soldier has line-of-sight of the target point 

Ion Cannon 5 36 1 +3 In addition to applying damage, if a target is hit by the Ion Cannon, 
it drops to a movement value of 2 and initiative value of 2 until the 
end of the turn.  

EMP Grenade 1 12 1 na Grenade, but target does not add positive initiative modifiers to 
their dodge roll of any kind. All targets hit take no damage, but 
must apply a -2 movement value modifier and cannot make ranged 
attacks until the end of the turn. 

Smoke Grenade 1 12 na na Grenade, but the grenade automatically hits and target area fills with smoke 
and creates a momentary full cover—but passable—terrain piece that is 4” 
round and 6” tall for the entirety of this turn and the next. Smoke between 
soldiers blocks line-of-sight like full cover, but while standing within smoke, 
soldiers are treated as being within partial cover and may be assaulted. 

Frag Grenade 2 12 2 +6 Grenade, but target does not add positive initiative modifiers to 
their dodge roll for cover 

Plasma Grenade 3 12 2 +5 Grenade, but target does not add positive initiative modifiers to 
their dodge roll of any kind 

Nerve Gas Grenade 3 12 2 na Grenade, but target does not add positive initiative modifiers to their dodge 
roll of any kind; if this weapon hits, for each hit, disregard total damage and 
target’s armor and immediately subtract 4 health from the target; Also for 
each hit, the target loses -1 movement value for the remainder of the game, 
down to a minimum value of 1. 
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C o m m o n  R e l I c s  A n t h o l o g y 

Relic Name Cost (uc) Special Effect: 

Jetpack 3 Grants +1 movement value to the character and the character ignores all terrain rules while the model 
moves for the entirety of the mission. 

Home World Token 2 Grants +1 passive initiative value to the character for the first two turns of the mission. 

Service Medal 3 Grants +1 active initiative value to the character for the first two turns of the mission. 

Battle Forged Armor 3 Grants +1 armor value to the character for the entirety of the mission. 

Kevlar Under Armor 1 Once per game, before applying damage to the character the player may add to the soldier +2 armor 
value. 

Steroid Pack 2 Once per game, before executing an assigned order, the soldier gains +2 movement value for this turn 
only. 

Opiate Pack 2 Once per game, when executing a Down Order, the soldier regains 4 health value, up to initial 
maximum. 

Com-link 2 Any Skills possessed by the soldier have an additional 4” radius of effect. 

Auto Targeting 
System 

1 Once per game, before executing any ranged attack with any weapon, the soldier gains a +1 active 
initiative modifier to their attack roll. 

Accuracy Lock 2 When executing a Fire or Advance Order, ranged attacks made by this soldier prohibit the target from 
adding initiative modifiers to their dodge roll for being behind cover and/or Down.  

 

Uncommon Relics 

 

When playing through a campaign, one of the many bonuses for completing mission objectives is finding and using new, 

uncommon relics. When found, the uncommon relic’s name, uc value, and description will be listed in the mission’s 

specific Post-Battle Regroup section. An uncommon relic may be equipped to any one of the hunters in a warband, free 

of cost, as long as they have an open relic slot available. Once equipped, this relic will stay with its new owner for the 

remaining duration of the campaign or until its swapped with a new relic. Unequipped uncommon relics that are 

currently not in use by any hunter may be stored for later use in the hunter warband’s vault (see Campaign Rules for 

more info).  
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M I S S I O N  0  
 

BRIEFING 

A small coalition force of The Legion of Mankind and The Coven Empire has landed on a unsuspecting little planet in this 

system. The two species’ diplomats have officially stated the sudden presence of the military is “a temporary use of 

precautionary measures in light of an interplanetary investigation”. The locals, however, have become dubious of the 

military’s story and unwanted presence. Something’s up. 

 

The relatively small installment of troops has concentrated itself in a particularly remote region of the planet, nearby an 

otherwise quiet settlement of native-majority towns. The locals report that the camps are constantly bustling, but the 

coalition refuses to tell them anything specific. Word on the street is they’re either digging for something, or they’re 

building something, with most natives testifying to the former. Either way, the locals are pretty fed-up with the whole 

operation and looking for an “accident” to happen that might scare the soldiers off, or at least afford the native peoples 

some time and power to create better boundaries between themselves and the unwanted intruders. Thankfully, a few 

highly skilled vigilantes in the area may be willing to join forces and do exactly what it takes to create the perfect 

“accident”. 

 

SETUP 

Adversary Model Count: 10 (7 Legion of Mankind characters, 3 Coven Empire characters) 

Adversary Dice Count: 10 (one die per model, all the same color pool) 

Adversary Profiles:  

1x Sergeant (Alpha)  M5 AI6 PI5 H10 A5  

Primary Weapon: Plasma Shotgun  Secondary Weapon: Power Gauntlet   

Grenades: Frag Grenades x2   Relics: None 

Alpha Skills: Natural Leader 1 

 

6x Privates   M5 AI3 PI2 H8 A2  

Primary Weapon: Bolt Rifle   Secondary Weapon: None 

Grenades: None    Relics: None 

 

1x Coven Battle Priest (Psychic) M5 AI4 PI5 H9 A2  

Primary Weapon: Electrified Battle Staff (melee / +4 Damage Mod /+2 active initiative in close combat)   

Relics: None    Psychic Abilities: Abilities 1 and 2 from the School of Order 

2x Coven Veteran Troopers  M5 AI4 PI5  H9 A4  

Primary Weapon: Plasma Shotgun   Secondary Weapon: Electrified Knife   

Grenades: 1x EMP Grenades   Relics: None 

Adversary Mission Specific Notes: 

All adversary models will follow the basic “Who Shoots First” and “Priority of Orders” rules. In addition, the adversaries 

in this mission will not deviate too much from their initial positions, as they have been ordered to hold their ground. 

Thus, no adversary model will ever advance, run, or assault beyond 12” of their original deployment positions. Similarly, 

the adversaries in this mission will not go looking for trouble: as long as a hunter stays out of line-of-sight of an 

adversary, that adversary will not attempt to attack the hunter. 
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Battlefield Terrain: 

Set-up a 3’x3’ square battlefield. Ideally, this battlefield will feature sprawling industrial elements in an exotic alien 

landscape, with a multi-leveled building or tower as the centerpiece. Imagine a clandestine worksite in a highly classified 

location. Players should also consider placing small multi-level buildings, with gangways interconnecting them at various 

heights. Plenty of barricades and debris should be about for full cover and partial cover use. 

 

Mission Map and Deployment Positions: 

After rolling for and placing the mission’s illicit caches, each of the four hunter models will individually deploy on each of 

the four table edges, one per edge. Each model should be placed at exactly the center of their respective table’s edge. 

The adversary models will then be deployed within three different zones: center ring, inner ring, and outer ring. Players 

find the exact center of the battlefield (which should also be where the multi-level terrain centerpiece has been 

located). From this point, the players place the Legion Sergeant and Coven Battle Priest adversary models anywhere 

within a 6” radius of the center point, but at least 4” apart from one another. Ideally, they will be placed on the center 

terrain piece, on two different levels. This is the center ring. Once placed, players then measure a 12” radius from the 

center point, and place the two Coven Veteran trooper models and three of the Human Privates (a total of 5 models) 

anywhere within these 12” but at least 4” away from any other model. This is the inner ring, and beyond this boundary 

is the outer ring. Finally, players will place the last three Human Privates anywhere on the battlefield outside of the inner 

ring, as long as they are at least 4” away from any other model. In the end, the set up should look something like the 

map here. 

 

 

THE MISSION 

Mission Duration: 

Six turns in total, or until either a) the entire hunters 

warband has been eliminated or b) all the mission 

objectives have been completed. 

Mission Objectives: 

In order to successfully complete this mission, the 

hunters warband must complete the mission’s primary 

objective. 

Primary Objective: Eliminate all adversary models 

before the end of Turn 6. 

Secondary Objectives: 

1. End the mission with at least one hunter in the 

“center ring” of the battlefield. 

2. End the mission with all available illicit caches 

secured and none left on the battlefield. 
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Mission Events Table: 

At the end of each game turn, roll a D6, consult the table below, and immediately apply its effect for the following turn. 

1 Destroy the 
Evidence 

An alarm suddenly rings throughout the worksite and adversaries rush to destroy the 
evidence from their clandestine activities. In the following turn, if an adversary model has 
line-of-sight to an illicit cache, they must execute a Run Order and Assault the nearest cache. 
When caches are assaulted, they are automatically destroyed and immediately removed from 
the battlefield. 

2 High Alert The coalition force was obviously prepared for the assault and the adversaries have now all 
simultaneously gone on high alert. All adversary characters gain +1 passive initiative for the 
following turn. 

3 Dust Clouds Dust from the worksite and gunfire hinders everyone’s vision. All weapon ranges are halved 
for the following turn. 

4 Sudden Blast A startling explosion from an unknown source shakes the battlefield and stuns the 
combatants. All characters must apply -1 movement and -1 passive initiative for the following 
turn. 

5 Loot Discovered The hunter warband has discovered a hidden illicit cache! Add an illicit cache token to the 
battlefield in base-to-base contact with any one of the hunters. In the following turn, the illicit 
cache is now free to be secured per normal rules. 

6 A Hero is Born The chaos of battle has triggered within one of the hunters an awesome display of skill and 
power. The hunter closest to the highest active initiative adversary gains +1 movement, +1 
active initiative, and +1 passive initiative for the following turn. 

 

POST-BATTLE REGROUP: MISSION 0 

Step One: Mission Report 

If the hunter warband failed to complete the primary objective, the mission was a loss. Read this conclusion and, if 

playing a campaign, apply the results: 

When the dust settled, the only “accident” that took place today on this humble planet was the locals trusting in yet another  failed 

group of rogues and vigilante wannabes to save them. With tensions now extremely high, the Legion of Mankind and Coven Empire 

coalition have tripled their military presence and, as of reporting, at least three different local villages have been razed to the ground 

in attempts to gain information about today’s attack. The native peoples are already gathering their things for either war or escape. 

But at least this is just little planet in a little system, right? At least they tried to fight back, right? 

Campaign Results: 

-Players may only attempt Mission 1 as their next mission, or replay this mission again. 

-Eliminated hunters must add -1 to their dice roll when rolling for injuries. 

+Each hunter gains 3AP and 1uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 

 

If the hunter warband completed the primary objective, the mission was a success! Read this conclusion and, if playing a 

campaign, apply the results: 

With no survivors to report exactly what happened, and all communications lost from the worksite, the armed coalition was stunned 

by today’s attack. Fearing their secret project and intentions have been compromised, the rest of the coalition packed-up this 

morning and flew out of orbit with a few suspicious crates in tow. Regardless, the natives are free once again and absolutely thrilled 

with the help provided by this powerful hunters warband. They have even scheduled a grand feast tonight to celebrate the victory. 

Word is beginning to spread about this novel band of vigilantes, and new contracts will be available to view in the morning. 

Campaign Results: 

+ Players may now attempt Mission 1, 2, or 3. 

+ Each hunter gains 3AP and 2uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 
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In addition to completing the primary objective, if the hunter warband completed secondary objective one, read this 

additional revelation and, if playing a campaign, apply the results: 

When the hunter warband reached the center of the worksite, the suspicions of the natives were confirmed: the armed coalition had 

been digging far into the ancient earth of the planet, in secret. Unfortunately, what they had been digging for seemed to be already 

unearthed and packed away for safe keeping. What did remain near the hole however, was a large drilling rig and crates upon crates 

of highly combustible liquid used for the plasma driven digger. The hunters made short work in setting up the final touch to their 

staged “accident” and easily created a large explosive with the leftover materials. Once out of the blast-range, with one touch of a 

remote, the entire worksite and surrounding region became an indistinguishable lot of scorched earth. The hunter’s work would 

remain a mystery for those in intergalactic power, while the locals—thankful for the removal of the unwanted intruders—swore 

themselves to secrecy. 

Campaign Results: 

+For the first two turns of the next chosen mission, all adversary models must apply a -1 passive initiative value modifier, as they are 

completely unprepared for their encounter with this new team of expert assassins. 

 

In addition to completing the primary objective, If the hunter warband completed secondary objective two, read this 

additional revelation and, if playing a campaign, apply the results: 

Upon opening the secured illicit caches from the secret worksite, the hunters discovered the real reason why the armed coalition had 

been on this particular planet. Ancient artifacts of a sinister origin had been unearthed, full of strange and dark power. The pieces 

were obviously Abaddon in origin, and the warband of vigilantes immediately consulted the local elders about what ought to be done 

with the artifacts. The elders received them with great ritual and caution, promising to rebury them as soon as possible. One artifact, 

however, they left in the possession of the hunter warband, safe enough to keep, but lethally useful for a profession such as contract 

mercenary work. 

Campaign Results: 

+Add a “Black Mirror” relic to the warband’s selection of uncommon relics.  

Black Mirror UC 
Value: 4 

Unique relic (one per warband); once per game, when the soldier who bears the Black Mirror must apply 
damage, before the total damage is applied, the controlling player may choose any enemy soldier within 
line-of-sight of this soldier and then both soldiers must simultaneously apply the total damage per normal 
rules (armor first, health second). 

 

Step Two: Assess Hunter Injuries 

If a hunter was eliminated from the mission, they must roll a D6 on the wound chart below and immediately apply the 

result: 
1- The hunter has suffered a severe head injury, causing them to forget either two Alpha Skills, two Psychic Abilities, or one of each 

that they once knew (player’s choice) for the remainder of the campaign or until they spend AP to relearn the skills and/or abilities. 

2- The hunter has suffered a severe leg injury, causing them to immediately lose -2 movement value for the rest of the campaign or 

until they spend AP to get their movement back up to normal. 

3- The hunter has suffered a severe wound to the chest, causing them to immediately lose -2 health value for the rest of the 

campaign or until they spend AP to get their health back up to normal. 

4- The hunter has suffered severe burns to their limbs, causing them to immediately lose -1 active initiative value for the rest of the 

campaign or until they spend AP to get their initiative back up to normal. 

5- The hunter has not suffered any serious harm, but their secondary weapon has been destroyed and they must spend AP to 

reopen the secondary weapon slot again. 

6- The hunter has not suffered any serious harm, but they lost a relic on the battlefield and must now spend AP to reopen this relic 

slot again. 
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Step Three: Open Secured Illicit Caches 

Roll 2D6 and consult the table to open each secured illicit cache and reveal its contents.  

  Second  D6 Roll   (Mission   0  Illicit   Caches  Chart) 

First  1 2 3 4 5 6 

D6 
Roll 

1 UC +4 UC +3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Shotgun 

 2 UC +3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Shotgun Uncommon Relic 

 3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Grenade Uncommon Relic AP +1 

 4 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Grenade Uncommon Relic AP +1 AP +2 

 5 Uncommon Relic Plasma Shotgun Uncommon Relic AP +1 AP +2 AP +3 

 6 Plasma Shotgun Uncommon Relic 
AP +1 AP +2 AP +3 AP +4 

UC= Universal Credits AP= Alpha Points 

If an “uncommon relic” is revealed, then roll one D6 to determine which relic has been found: 

Roll of 1 or 2:  

Icon of the Emperor UC 
Value: 2 

Once per game, when executing a Down Order, the soldier gains +1 movement and +1 initiative values 
until the end of the turn. 

 

Roll of 3 or 4: 

Shield Generator UC 
Value: 3 

All friendly characters within 6” of a character with a shield generator, including the character themself, 
momentarily adds +1 to their armor value while positioned within the shield range. This effect does not 
multiply if there are several Shield Generator areas overlapping. 

 

Roll of 5 or 6: 

Armored Bracing UC 
Value: 3 

Grants +1 movement value and +1 armor value to the soldier for the entirety of the mission. 

 

Step Four: Assign or Inventory New Weapons, Relics, AP and UC 

All newly earned or found weapons, relics, AP and UC may now be assigned to hunters, inventoried into the warband’s 

shared vault, or spent/sold to acquire new items—which may then be immediately assigned or inventoried (see the 

Post-Battle Regroup section for more general info on this step). 
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M I S S I O N  1  
 

BRIEFING 

It is no secret that the Machine Cult has a substantial presence in this quadrant, with a number of Cyborg Prophets 

active throughout its many planetary cities and outposts. There is one gang of Machine Cult mechs, however, that has 

been causing a significant amount of damage in one of the larger cities, building quite a terrifying reputation in their 

path. The gang’s violent grip on the city streets has left local law enforcement at an impasse. Indeed, many of the 

officers themselves are reported to be corrupted by the Machine Cult’s teachings. Thus—with little choice left—a 

wanted listing for this Machine Cult gang of mechs went out a few months ago, with a significant bounty attached, but 

no takers so far. Maybe this is the perfect chance for the newly assembled team of hunters to strike it big, as well as 

start building a “terrifying reputation” of their own? 

 

SETUP 

Adversary Model Count: 3 (3 Machine Cult Mechs on 40-50mm bases) 

Adversary Dice Count: 12 (4 dice per model, with each model having their own unique dice color pool) 

Adversary Profiles:  

Big Brother Mk1 (mech)  M5 AI4 PI4 H10 A5 

Primary Weapon: Heavy Bolt Repeater  Secondary Weapon: Flamethrower   

Big Brother Mk2 (mech)  M6 AI5 PI4 H12 A5 

Primary Weapon: Rocket Launcher  Secondary Weapon: Hunting Spear   

Big Sister (mech)   M8    AI4    PI5 H8      A4 

Primary Weapon: Starfire Rifle  Secondary Weapon: Power Claws 

Psychic Abilities: Abilities 2 and 4 from Plasmids  

Adversary Mission Specific Notes: 

All adversary models will follow the basic “Who Shoots First” and “Priority of Orders” rules. Their main priority is to kill 

the intruding gang of hunters. All three adversary models are “mechs” (see rules on characters marked (mechs) under the 

Gameplay Mechanics and Special Rules Section). 
 

Battlefield Terrain: 

Set-up a 3’x3’ square battlefield. Ideally, this battlefield 

will feature futuristic city streets, with multilevel 

buildings and plenty of lanes and ally ways. There is no 

specific terrain pieces to be included, as long as players 

make sure the battlefield is well peppered with 

buildings and appropriate scatter terrain. 

 

Mission Map and Deployment Positions: 

After rolling for and placing the mission’s illicit caches, 

the four hunter models will deploy all together on any 

one side of the battlefield’s edge (player’s choice). The 

adversary mechs will then be deployed on the opposite 

side of the battlefield, facing directly across from the 

hunter models. All models must be deployed within 3” 

of their respective table edges, and at least 6” apart 

from one another. 
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THE MISSION 

Mission Duration: 

Six turns in total, or until either a) the entire hunters warband has been eliminated or b) all the mission objectives have 

been completed. 

Mission Objectives: 

In order to successfully complete this mission, the hunters warband must complete the mission’s primary objective. 

Primary Objective: Eliminate all adversary models before the end of Turn 6. 

Secondary Objectives: 

1. End the mission with all hunters still on the battlefield, without even one being eliminated. 

2. End the mission by completing the Primary Objective within 4 turns. 

Mission Events Table: 

At the end of each game turn, roll a D6, consult the table below, and immediately apply its effect for the following turn. 

1 Cult Propaganda An unbearable sound of chanting and feedback bleeds from the hulls of the Machine Cult 
mechs. Though the cacophony is indistinguishable, it possesses a powerful mind-controlling 
effect. When assigned their first order die of the following turn, the hunter model who starts 
the turn standing closest to the Machine Cult warband must be assigned and execute a Down 
order. 

2 Machine’s Favor The engines of the Machine Cult mechs begin to glow a deep red from the heat of the battle. 
The glow seems eerily unnatural. During the following turn, all Machine Cult warband 
characters gain a +1 active initiative value modifier. 

3 Civilians Sighted A group of unarmed civilians has been sighted within the conflict zone. Thus, for the moment, 
the Hunter warband must take great care with their Ranged Attacks. During the following 
turn, the Hunter warband may not be assigned Cover Fire orders, nor fire AoE weapons. 

4 Acid Rain The city’s plagued clouds overhead begin to pour down acid rain, which seems to greatly 
effect the efficiently of the mechs and all weaponry. During the following turn, the Machine 
Cult mechs may not fire their weapons twice while executing Fire Orders. Also, all weapon 
ranges are halved. 

5 Overheated 
Engine 

The engines of the Machine Cult mechs are having great trouble keeping up with the pace of 
the battle, and their operators choose to momentarily reduce power. During the following 
turn, all Machine Cult warband characters must apply a -1 active initiative modifier. 

6 Daring Move Seeing an opportunity to exploit a lull in the fighting, one hunter executes a daring extra 
action. Before the start of the following turn, players choose one hunter to execute one free 
order of their choice, without the need to draw and use an order die. 
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POST-BATTLE REGROUP: MISSION 1 

Step One: Mission Report 

If the hunter warband failed to complete the primary objective, the mission was a loss. Read this conclusion and, if 

playing a campaign, apply the results: 

With a twisted benediction of the Ancient Machine’s terrifying superiority, the Machine Cult mechs run the members of the hunter 

warband out of town and off the planet. Now their cult’s dominance garners violent influence in the region without restraint, as—

especially in light of today’s events—hundreds of new converts have joined their ranks. To make matters worse, a strange curse 

seems to have been placed on the weaponry of the vigilante warband. All their guns seem impossibly jammed and unable to function 

properly without discernable reason. Maybe there truly is something to the power of these crazed cyborgs and their Machine deity? 

Campaign Results: 

-Players may only attempt Mission 0 or 2 as their next mission, or replay this mission again. 

-For the first turn of the next mission, the Hunter warband may not execute ranged attacks of any kind. 

 +Each hunter gains 3AP and 1uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 

 

If the hunter warband completed the primary objective, the mission was a success! Read this conclusion and, if playing a 

campaign, apply the results: 

In a smoldering heap of machine and bone, the hunters pile up the three Machine Cult mechs for the city authorities to clean-up and 

throw away forever. The local street urchins are the first to come out and marvel at the power of this mysterious vigilante warband 

who could so easily vanquish the local cult’s gang leaders. Soon many more people begin to gather around the aftermath of the  

battle, most cheering and praising the hunters for their swift justice. Still others remain unconvinced that the violence will solve 

anything long-term. Nonetheless, almost immediately the city streets feel much more relaxed and not so dangerous, at least for one 

evening. The hunters will not be able to relax for long, though, as new missions are now starting to pour in. 

Campaign Results: 

+ Players may now attempt Mission 2 or 3.  

+ Each hunter gains 3AP and 3uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 

 

In addition to completing the primary objective, if the hunter warband completed secondary objective one, read this 

additional revelation and, if playing a campaign, apply the results: 

Almost more miraculous than successfully defeating the Machine Cult gang of mechs, all the members of the hunter’s warband 

survived the foray without any serious injury. For a new group of vigilantes, not particularly experienced in fighting together, this is 

quite a feat! With less injury comes more opportunity for rest and training. 

Campaign Results: 

+For the entirety of the next mission, each member of the hunter warband gains a +1 modifier to their base health value. 

 

In addition to completing the primary objective, If the hunter warband completed secondary objective two, read this 

additional revelation and, if playing a campaign, apply the results: 

In an incredible display of power and precision, the hunter warband dispatches the Machine Cult mechs with great efficiency. Now 

with time to spare, the warband trains and prepares more intentionally towards their next mission. 

Campaign Results: 

+For the first two turns of the next mission, each member of the hunter warband gains a +1 modifier to their base active initiative 

value. 
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Step Two: Assess Hunter Injuries 

If a hunter was eliminated from the mission, they must roll a D6 on the wound chart below and immediately apply the 

result: 
1- The hunter has suffered a severe head injury, causing them to forget either two Alpha Skills, two Psychic Abilities, or one of each 

that they once knew (player’s choice) for the remainder of the campaign or until they spend AP to relearn the skills and/or abilities. 

2- The hunter has suffered a severe leg injury, causing them to immediately lose -2 movement value for the rest of the campaign or 

until they spend AP to get their movement back up to normal. 

3- The hunter has suffered a severe wound to the chest, causing them to immediately lose -2 health value for the rest of the 

campaign or until they spend AP to get their health back up to normal. 

4- The hunter has suffered severe burns to their limbs, causing them to immediately lose -1 active initiative value for the rest of the 

campaign or until they spend AP to get their initiative back up to normal. 

5- The hunter has not suffered any serious harm, but their secondary weapon has been destroyed and they must spend AP to 

reopen the secondary weapon slot again. 

6- The hunter has not suffered any serious harm, but they lost a relic on the battlefield and must now spend AP to reopen this relic 

slot again. 

Step Three: Open Secured Illicit Caches 

Roll 2D6 and consult the table to open each secured illicit cache and reveal its contents.  

  Second  D6 Roll   (Mission   0  Illicit   Caches  Chart) 

First  1 2 3 4 5 6 

D6 
Roll 

1 UC +4 UC +3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Shotgun 

 2 UC +3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Shotgun Uncommon Relic 

 3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Grenade Uncommon Relic AP +1 

 4 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Grenade Uncommon Relic AP +1 AP +2 

 5 Uncommon Relic Plasma Shotgun Uncommon Relic AP +1 AP +2 AP +3 

 6 Plasma Shotgun Uncommon Relic 
AP +1 AP +2 AP +3 AP +4 

UC= Universal Credits AP= Alpha Points 

If an “uncommon relic” is revealed, then roll one D6 to determine which relic has been found: 

Roll of 1 or 2:  

Vigor UC 
Value: 2 

Once per game, when executing a Down Order, the soldier gains +2 movement and +1 initiative values 
until the end of the turn. 

 

Roll of 3 or 4: 

Adam UC 
value: 2 

Once per game, when attempting to cast a psychic ability, automatically cast the ability without needing 
to roll 2D6. 

 

Roll of 5 or 6: 

Armored Bracing UC 
Value: 3 

Grants +1 movement value and +1 armor value to the soldier for the entirety of the mission. 

 

Step Four: Assign or Inventory New Weapons, Relics, AP and UC 

All newly earned or found weapons, relics, AP and UC may now be assigned to hunters, inventoried into the warband’s 

shared vault, or spent/sold to acquire new items—which may then be immediately assigned or inventoried (see the 

Post-Battle Regroup section for more general info on this step). 
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M I S S I O N  2  
 

BRIEFING 

As word begins to spread of the hunter warband’s combat prowess and recent victories, new contracts for mercenary 

work are pouring in. While there are many incredible opportunities being presented, all of the jobs are listing a number 

of highly dangerous targets and/or extremely risky circumstances. It may be best for the gang to first upgrade their gear 

and gain a bit more battlefield experience before venturing onward. Luckily, there are reports of a local pirate’s outpost 

not far from here, promising to be littered such supplies and experiences. If any justification is needed to make a raid on 

these Nomadic Raiders, local news is also reporting the kidnapping of a regional merchant-king’s daughter. The Nomadic 

Raiders are currently the prime suspects of the case, though no authority has yet dared to test a warrant against the 

pirates and their lair. If rescuing a princess is a possibility, then there may be some “hero work” involved in what will 

otherwise prove to be a standard smash n’ grab. 

SETUP 

Adversary Model Count: 10+ (10 Nomadic Raider models, with a few extra models to be potentially appearing) 

Adversary Dice Count: 10+ (1 die per model, with all models sharing from the same dice pool) 

Adversary Profiles:  
1x Captain (Alpha)   M5 AI5 PI5 H10 A4 

Primary Weapon: Heavy Bolt Repeater   Secondary Weapon: Hunting Spear   

Grenades: Frag Grenades x2   

Alpha Skills: Fighting Instinct 1, Ruthless Nature 1 

1x 1st Mate   M5 AI5 PI4 H10 A4 

Primary Weapon: Custom Twin Blasters  Secondary Weapon: Moonbeam Whip 

Grenades: Plasma Grenade x1   

Alpha Skills: While within 6” of the “Captain” adversary model, the 1st Mate also possesses Fighting Instinct 1 and Ruthless Nature 1 

8x Raiders    M5 AI4 PI3 H8 A3 

Primary Weapon: Starfire Rifle Secondary Weapon: Electrified Knife 

Adversary Mission Specific Notes: 

All adversary models will follow the basic “Who Shoots First” and “Priority of Orders” rules. Their main priority is to kill 

the intruding gang of hunters. The “First Mate” adversary will always attempt to remain within 6” of the “Captain” 

adversary model, though they may occasionally step outside of this distance when executing reasonable Advance or 

Assault Orders against nearby hunter models. 

Battlefield Terrain: 

Set-up a 3’x3’ square battlefield, resembling the appearance of a space-pirate’s hideout. Regardless of the players’ 

chosen aesthetic, players must place 6 different terrain pieces on the battlefield which will all specifically represent 6 

different cargo holds (such as shipping containers, supply depots, small storage buildings—whatever works best for the 

chosen theme of the table). These specific pieces, termed throughout the mission as “cargo holds”, should be spaced 

evenly throughout the battlefield, with at least 6” between each piece and 6” away from any table edge. 
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Mission Map and Deployment Positions: 

After setting up the table (per the design mentioned 

above), and after rolling for and placing the mission’s 

illicit caches, the four hunter models will deploy all 

together on any one side of the battlefield’s edge 

(player’s choice), within 3” of their table edge, and at 

least 6” apart from one another. On the opposite side 

of the battlefield, the Captain and 1st Mate Adversary 

models will be deployed, along with 2 Raider models, 

all within 3” of their table edge, but within at least 3” of 

each other. The remaining 6 Raider models will be 

placed somewhere within base-to-base contact with 

the 6 different cargo holds, but all out of line-of-sight of 

the hunter warband’s models. In the end, the set up 

should look something like the map here. 

 

THE MISSION 

Mission Duration: 

Six turns in total, or until either a) the entire hunters 

warband has been eliminated or b) all the mission 

objectives have been completed. 

Mission Objectives: 

In order to successfully complete this mission, the hunters warband must complete the mission’s primary objective.  

Primary Objective: Open at least 4 cargo holds and have at least one hunter still on the battlefield by the end of turn 6. 

Secondary Objectives: 

1. Open all 6 cargo holds and have at least one hunter still on the battlefield by the end of turn 6. 

2. End the mission with all hunters still on the battlefield, without even one being eliminated. 

Mission Events Table (Opening Cargo Holds): 

In this battle, mission events do not happen between turns, but rather they happen every time one of the cargo holds is 

opened by a hunter character. To open a cargo hold, the hunter must be in base-to-base contact with the target terrain 

piece and then execute a Down Order. Once this happens, the cargo hold is opened (and cannot be opened again) and 

the players roll a single D6 and consult the chart below. 

1 
/ 
2 

It’s a Trap! Not only is there nothing of value inside this cargo hold, but upon being investigated, a new 
Raider character leaps from the hold and joins their crew to fend of the intruding Hunters 
warband. Players place a new “Raider” adversary model onto the battlefield, within base-to-
base contact of the cargo hold terrain piece, and within line-of-sight of the hunter who just 
opened the cargo hold. This Raider is also comes with a new order die, which is immediately 
assigned to the model as a Fire Order. For the rest of the game, this new adversary model 
continues to fight with their warband and the new order die is collected and placed into the 
adversary Order dice pool among the others. 

3 Nothing Inside Upon investigation, there is absolutely nothing of value stashed inside this cargo hold. 

4 
/ 
5 

Hidden Illicit 
Cache Found 

Upon investigating this cargo hold, the hunter has found a hidden Illicit Cache! The cache is 
automatically grabbed by the hunter model without any further action, and is now in the 
hunter’s possession. 

6 Two Illicit Cache’s 
Found 

Upon investigating this cardo hold, the hunter has discovered two hidden Illicit Caches! The 
two caches are automatically grabbed by the hunter model without any further action, and 
are both now in the hunter’s possession. 
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POST-BATTLE REGROUP: MISSION 2 

Step One: Mission Report 

* If the hunter warband failed to complete the primary objective, the mission was a loss. Read this conclusion and, if 

playing a campaign, apply the results: 

What was supposed to be a quick smash n’ grab has turned into quite a mess. The Nomadic Raiders turned out to be much fiercer 

and more strategic in combat than the hunters had initially calculated, and now the local authorities’ decision to hold off on directly 

breaching the pirate’s outpost makes a lot more sense. With much more lost than gained, the hunters quickly abandon their attack 

and leave the raiding to the raiders. To add to the misfortune, in order to quickly escape without total demise, the hunters had to 

leave behind some valuable gear of their own to misdirect their privateering-pursuers. 

Campaign Results: 

-Players may only attempt Mission 3 as their next mission, or replay this mission again. 

-Each Hunter must immediately lose one weapon or one relic (player’s choice) before completing the rest of this post-battle regroup. 

+Each hunter gains 3AP and 1uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 

 

* If the hunter warband completed the primary objective, the mission was a success! Read this conclusion and, if playing 

a campaign, apply the results: 

The attack on the pirating outpost was a great success, with much new treasure and experience gained. Today the Nomadic Raiders 

were themselves taught a lesson or two in the art of raiding, and the hunter’s names are beginning to gain quite a bit of infamy 

among both honest citizens and underworld scoundrels alike.  

Campaign Results: 

+ Players may now attempt Mission 3, 4 or 5. 

+ Each hunter gains 3AP and 3uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 

 

* In addition to completing the primary objective, if the hunter warband completed secondary objective one, read this 

additional revelation and, if playing a campaign, apply the results: 

Upon opening the last of the cargo holds, among its contents the hunters found one final, very precious treasure: the merchant king’s  

daughter! When returned to her family, the hunter warband was met with a great banquet of celebration. And, as to be expected, 

the merchant king was even happy enough to slightly loosen his purse and give a token of his appreciation to the bounty hunter 

heroes. 

Campaign Results: 

+ The warband gains an additional +5uc to spend or save during this post-battle regroup. 

 

* In addition to completing the primary objective, If the hunter warband completed secondary objective two, read this 

additional revelation and, if playing a campaign, apply the results: 

In an incredible display of perseverance and cunning, not a single hunter was counted as a casualty during their daring raid on the 

pirate’s outpost. Now with time to spare, the warband trains and prepares more intentionally towards their next mission. 

Campaign Results: 

+For the first two turns of the next mission, each member of the hunter warband gains a +1 modifier to their base active initiative 

value. 
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Step Two: Assess Hunter Injuries 

If a hunter was eliminated from the mission, they must roll a D6 on the wound chart below and immediately apply the 

result: 
1- The hunter has suffered a severe head injury, causing them to forget either two Alpha Skills, two Psychic Abilities, or one of each 

that they once knew (player’s choice) for the remainder of the campaign or until they spend AP to relearn the skills and/or abilities. 

2- The hunter has suffered a severe leg injury, causing them to immediately lose -2 movement value for the rest of the campaign or 

until they spend AP to get their movement back up to normal. 

3- The hunter has suffered a severe wound to the chest, causing them to immediately lose -2 health value for the rest of the 

campaign or until they spend AP to get their health back up to normal. 

4- The hunter has suffered severe burns to their limbs, causing them to immediately lose -1 active initiative value for the rest of the 

campaign or until they spend AP to get their initiative back up to normal. 

5- The hunter has not suffered any serious harm, but their secondary weapon has been destroyed and they must spend AP to 

reopen the secondary weapon slot again. 

6- The hunter has not suffered any serious harm, but they lost a relic on the battlefield and must now spend AP to reopen this relic 

slot again. 

Step Three: Open Secured Illicit Caches 

Roll 2D6 and consult the table to open each secured illicit cache and reveal its contents.  

  Second  D6 Roll   (Mission   0  Illicit   Caches  Chart) 

First  1 2 3 4 5 6 

D6 
Roll 

1 UC +4 UC +3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Nerve Gas Grenade 

 2 UC +3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Nerve Gas Grenade Uncommon Relic 

 3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Grenade Uncommon Relic AP +1 

 4 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Plasma Grenade Uncommon Relic AP +1 AP +2 

 5 Uncommon Relic Nerve Gas 
Grenade 

Uncommon Relic 
AP +1 AP +2 AP +3 

 6 Nerve Gas 
Grenade 

Uncommon Relic 
AP +1 AP +2 AP +3 AP +4 

UC= Universal Credits AP= Alpha Points 

If an “uncommon relic” is revealed, then roll one D6 to determine which relic has been found: 

Roll of 1 or 2:  

Synthetic 
Moonstone 

UC 
Value: 1 

Once per game, when a psychic bearing the Synthetic Moonstone attempts to cast an 
ability, they may choose to reroll a single D6. 

Roll of 3 or 4: 

Plasma Riot Shield UC 
Value: 2 

Grants a +1 initiative modifier to the soldier when making a dodge roll or close 
combat roll 

Roll of 5 or 6: 

Eyedrop  UC 
Value: 2 

Once per game, when executing an assigned order, the soldier regains 2 health value 
up to their initial value, and then gains +1 initiative value until the end of the turn. 
During the following turn, when assigned an order, this soldier must execute a Down 
Order. 

 

Step Four: Assign or Inventory New Weapons, Relics, AP and UC 

All newly earned or found weapons, relics, AP and UC may now be assigned to hunters, inventoried into the warband’s 

shared vault, or spent/sold to acquire new items—which may then be immediately assigned or inventoried (see the 

Post-Battle Regroup section for more general info on this step). 
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M I S S I O N  3  
 

BRIEFING 

There’s a small medical research ship currently adrift in a nearby sector. It seems to be in a SOS situation, and the 

owning company is offering a sizable contract for the ship to be cleared from any trouble and returned with as little 

damage as possible. While the ship is assumed to be in working order, the ship’s crew has been completely unreachable 

for months. Furthermore, all remote-tracking and safety-net systems mysteriously went offline weeks ago. The ship was 

initially assumed to be a complete loss, but miraculously a distress single was recently detected by a distant tanker, who 

then reported the ship’s location to the company. It was found a full two-million miles off-course—a impressive feat for 

an unresponsive crew! Thus, the mission being presented is fairly straightforward: board the ship, investigate the 

whereabouts and condition of the crew, neutralize any potential threats—such as pirates or mutiny—and get the 

engines fired-up and directed toward the nearest rendezvous point for safe pick-up.  

 

SETUP 

Adversary Model Count: 12 (1x Hive Apostle, 4x Hive Cultists, 4x Drone Soldiers, 2x Twitchers, 1x Brute) 

Adversary Dice Count: 12 (1 dice per model) 

Adversary Profiles:  

Hive Apostle (Alpha/Psychic)  M6 AI4 PI5 H12 A4 

Primary Weapon: Staff of the Marker   Secondary Weapon: Acidic Daggers  

Grenades: Nerve Gas Grenade x1   Alpha Skills: Psychic Prowess  1 and Stealth 1  

Psychic Abilities: All abilities from the School of Bio-Instinct 

4x Drone Soldiers    M6 AI5 PI4 H10 A3 

Primary Weapon: Bolt Rifle  Secondary Weapon: Acidic Daggers   

4x Hive Cultists   M5 AI3  PI3 H10 A2 

Primary Weapon: Bolt Rifle  Secondary Weapon: Acidic Daggers   

2x Twitchers   M7 AI3 PI4 H8 A3 

Primary Weapon: Acidic Scythes   Secondary Weapon: Acidic Vomit 

1x Brute    M4 AI5 PI4 H12 A4 

Primary Weapon: Barbed Fists and Teeth  Secondary Weapon: Acidic Vomit 

Adversary Mission Specific Notes: 

All adversary models will follow the basic “Who Shoots First” and “Priority of Orders” rules. Their main priority is to kill  

the intruding gang of hunters. The Hive Apostle adversary will never leave the ship’s bridge. Once deployed, the other 

adversary models will move freely throughout the ship, looking to fight the hunters. The Hive Cult warband features a 

number of unique weapons. Those weapon profiles are listed here: 

Staff of the Marker melee na +2 +2 AI in CC; All characters within 6” of the model holding the Staff 
of the Marker gain a +1 initiative modifier (AI or PI, whichever is to 
be considered) when executing any order. 

Acidic Daggers melee na +2 +1  initiative in CC 

Acidic Vomit  12” 1 na AoE, but target does not add positive modifiers to their dodge roll 
of any kind; if this weapon hits, disregard total damage and 
immediately apply 3 damage directly against target’s health value 

Barbed Fists and Teeth melee na +7 +2 initiative in close combat 

Acidic Scythes  melee na +3 +3 initiative in close combat 
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Battlefield Terrain: 

Set-up a 3’x3’ square battlefield. This battle takes place 

in the interior of a ship, within the ship’s single level 

hull, filled with winding corridors and specialized rooms. 

Regardless of the player’s chosen aesthetic for the 

ship, players must include 8 unique rooms on the 

battlefield. There must be at least one door leading into 

each room, if not two or three. Each room can made of 

different sizes and dimensions, but no room may be 

smaller than 5”x 5”nor bigger than 10”x 10”. Naturally, 

the walls of each room block line-of-sight.  

The largest room must be placed in line with one of the 

battlefield’s corners, and no room may be adjacent to 

this room (it must be surrounded by two corridors). This 

room is considered the “Ship’s “Bridge”. The other 

rooms may be adjacent to each other, even sharing a 

door between them, but there should be corridors 

throughout the battlefield as well, with one corridor 

starting in the diagonally opposite corner of the Bridge. 

Corridors should be a minimum of 2” wide. Use the map 

provided as an example. 

 

Mission Map and Deployment Positions (with a Note about Adversary Order Dice): 

No randomized Illicit Caches are placed in this mission. In the corner corridor diagonally opposite of the ship’s bridge, 

players deploy the Hunter warband, with the first hunter model touching the corner edge of the battlefield and the 

other three models in base contact with this first model. When placed, the hunters should look as though they are 

starting the mission huddled together. Two Drone Soldier models are also deployed onto the battlefield in the corridors 

of the ship, at least 12” away from each other and 18” away from the hunters and out of line-of-sight of the hunter’s 

warband. The rest of the adversary models are then set aside, near the battlefield, waiting to be deployed when their 

time comes. Note: While all of the Hive Cult adversary models are not present on the battlefield from the start of the 

game, all of the adversary dice are still added and pulled form their dice bag. When a die is pulled, but there has yet to be 

an adversary model on the battlefield to take the order, the die is simply set aside and play continues by pulling the next 

hunter die.  

 

THE MISSION 

Mission Duration: 

This mission allows for eight turns in total, or until either a) the entire hunters warband has been eliminated or b) all the 

mission objectives have been completed. 

Mission Objectives: 

In order to successfully complete this mission, the hunters warband must complete the mission’s primary objective.  

Primary Objective:  

Enter the first nearest room and follow all the instructions provided via the Mission’s Event Table until the mission 

comes to a resolution and ends. 

Secondary Objective: 

1. Enter all rooms on the ship before the mission’s end. 
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Mission Events Table (Entering New Rooms and Unfolding Plot): 

In this battle, mission events do not happen between turns, but rather they happen every time the door of a previously 

unentered room is opened by a hunter character. To open a room door, the hunter must be in base-to-base contact with 

the door and then execute any order. Once this happens, the door is opened and the room remains open and accessible 

for the rest of the mission. After a door is opened, the mission event immediately takes place first, and then the 

character is free to execute their assigned order. Upon opening a door leading to a new room, players immediately roll a 

D6, consult the chart below, and apply the event’s in-game effects. When rolling the D6, if a pip value comes up that was 

already previously rolled, players roll the dice again until a brand new value comes up. This D6 roll is not necessary when 

opening the door leading into the very first room of the mission, nor when opening the door that leads to the ship’s 

Bridge. When opening these doors, simply consult the chart below, and apply the events. 

Dice Value  
(if applicable) 

Ship’s Room Event Upon Opening the Door 

- Captain’s 
Quarters  
(First Room) 

Upon entering the ship, the hunters had immediately taken note of a cold, heavy 
darkness, accompanied by the horrific stench of death. There was an eerie stillness 
mixed with an overwhelming sense of hidden violence and dread. Distant noises 
hinted at life aboard, but almost certainly not a life of the natural. When the 
hunters cracked the door of the closest room, their sense of foul play was 
confirmed. They had happened upon the Captain’s Quarters, and blood and flesh 
were everywhere. Bodies of a few crew members had been disfigured and 
stretched across the walls and ceilings of the chamber, with an awful ceremonial 
shrine scrawled across the floor in their blood. After reading a few pages of the 
Captain’s Log, it was apparent that the leader and a portion of his crew had gone 
completely mad, giving themselves freely to the influence of the Hive—an ancient 
insectoid alien race—in a cult like manner. The Captain now seems to consider 
himself an “Apostle of the Devouring Hive” and mentioned in his log that he had 
cut the engines of the ship to delay his crews’ return home until all members were 
either “converted or cleansed”. It also seems as though he is still alive, having 
locked himself up in the ship’s bridge. 
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVES UPDATE:  
1. Locate the Engine Room and restore power to the Ship’s engine. 
2. Enter the Ship’s Bridge and confront the Hive Apostle. 
 
ADVERSARIES & ILLICIT CACHES: 
There are no additional adversaries in this room. The hunters have found and 
secured one Illicit Cache. 
 

1 Engine Room The hunters have found the Engine Room. Unfortunately, the door is locked by a 
specialized passcode. Unless they already know this passcode, the hunters may not 
open this door. 
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE UPDATE: 
1. Find and apply the Engine Room Door’s passcode. 
 
*If the Hunters have the passcode* Using the found passcode, the hunters unlock 
the Engine Room door with ease, but only to be met by a massive Hive Cult Brute. 
The creature is equally powerful and terrifying. Once dispatched, however, the 
hunters should be able to quickly get the ship’s systems going again and start the 
engines. 
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PRIMARY OBJECTIVE UPDATE:  
1. Kill the Hive Cult Brute. (Once the adversary is eliminated, the ship’s engine will 
automatically start up, without further action required). 
OR *If the hunters have found explosives* 
2. Plant the explosives in the Engine Room. (Plant the explosives by having the 
hunter who is currently carrying the explosives execute a Down Order while in the 
Engine Room). Once planted, players must move all hunters (who remain 
uneliminated) back to their original starting positions in the corner of the 
battlefield to exit the Ship. Once this is done, the mission is successfully completed. 
 
ADVERSARIES AND ILLICIT CACHES: 
1x Hive Cult Brute, who is deployed directly against the wall of the room, as far 
away from the door as possible. The hunter does not find any Illicit Caches in this 
room. 

2 Crew’s 
Quarters 

The hunters have stumbled into the ship’s living quarters for the crew. 
Unfortunately, the scene found here is just as horrific as the rest of the ship, if not 
more so, with a large number of bodies piled up and rotting about the room. Also, 
shots begin to ring out from the dark, as a couple of deranged Hive Cultists and a 
Drone Soldier spring from the shadows and join the cults fight against the intruding 
hunters. 
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE UPDATE: 
None. 
 
ADVERSARIES AND ILLICIT CACHES: 
2x Hive Cultists & 1xDrone Soldier, who are all deployed directly against the wall of 
the room, as far away from the door as possible. The hunter has found and secured 
two Illicit Caches. 

3 Cargo/Armory A hunter has found the ship’s cargo hold and modest armory. The guns stockpile is 
almost entirely picked over. While surveying the hold, the hunter begins discussing 
with his team the fate of the ship. Do they really want to see such a nightmarishly 
compromised ship and crew brought back to the civilized world? Would it not be 
better to just annihilate the vessel altogether and rid the galaxy of its evil, even if it 
means forgoing a payout? Just as the warband is weighing their options, the hunter 
discovers some explosive materials in the hold, which they immediately grab for 
potential later use. However, right as the hunter turns to leave the room, down 
from the ventilation shaft drops a terrifying Hive Twitcher, blocking the exit! 
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE UPDATE: 
1. Kill the Hive Twitcher and continue with the current primary objectives. 
OR 
2. Bring the hunter who is currently holding the explosives to the Engine Room and 
have them plant a bomb in the Engine Room. 
 
ADVERSARIES AND ILLICIT CACHES: 
1x Twitcher, who is deployed directly where the open door to the room is. The 
Hunter who opened the door is automatically placed against the wall of the room, 
as far away from the door the Twitcher as possible. The hunter has found and 
secured one Illicit Cache. 
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4 Galley  A hunter has come upon the ship’s Galley. The room is in shambles with a few dead 
strewn over tables and the about the floor. As the hunter scans the room, he notes 
a particularly unsettling scene: a dead man--seeming to be the ship’s engineer by 
his suit—used his own blood to write a series of numbers on the dinning room wall. 
Realizing it’s a passcode of sorts, the hunter quickly scans the number into the 
hunter’s shared database. Suddenly, gun fire erupts from the other side of the 
room, as two cultists unleash a surprise attack. 
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE UPDATE: 
The hunter’s have retrieved the Engine Room Door Passcode. 
 
ADVERSARIES AND ILLICIT CACHES: 
2x Hive Cultists, who are all deployed directly against the wall of the room, as far 
away from the open door as possible. The hunter did not find any Illicit Caches in 
this room. 

5 Medical Ward A hunter has opened the door to the medical ward of the ship. Possibly the most 
gruesome of all scenes, the room that was once designed for medicine and healing 
has been transformed by the cult into into a chamber of torture and strange 
experimentation. A screen comes on from inside the room. Its eerie glow reveals 
the wretched face of the Hive Apostle, broadcasting himself from the ship’s bridge. 
His voice is hideously mad: “Welcome to my ark of salvation, youngling. I’m a bit 
busy at the moment, charting a course to Mother, you know. You’ll need to be 
worthy to see me. I need some assurance that I want to bless you with my powers. 
So if we’re to meet each other, you’re going to need to bless my newest child with 
blood. If you can kill him, I will welcome you with open arms, loving Father I am. 
But if he kills you… not to worry, child, you will be like him soon enough.” The 
screen cuts to black but only to reveal behind it a massive monster: a horrendous 
Hive Twitcher. 
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE UPDATE: 
Kill the Twitcher to automatically unlock the Ship’s Bridge door and confront the 
Hive Apostle.  
 
ADVERSARIES AND ILLICIT CACHES: 
1x Twitcher, who is deployed directly against the wall of the room, as far away from 
the door as possible. The hunter has found and secured one Illicit Cache. 
 

6 Research 
Laboratory 

A hunter has discovered the research laboratory of the ship. Surprisingly, it seems 
to be the cleanest room of the ship, aside from a few bloodstains on the floor. 
Within only seconds of surveying the room, a Drone Soldier jumps out from behind 
a cabinet and begins to fire upon the hunter. The hunter fires back at the Drone 
Soldier, hitting a few containers near the soldier, which splatters the containers 
contents all over the adversary. The adversary reels back in pain, obviously 
wounded in some hidden way by the otherwise odorless, harmless substance. As 
this substance could be a useful tool when fighting against the Hive Cultists, the 
hunter quickly grabs a container.  
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE UPDATE: 
When confronting the Hive Apostle, the hunter holding the container should throw 
the contents of the container on the Hive Apostle by executing a Fire Order within 
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line-of-sight and 6” of the Apostle. In doing this, the Hive Apostle will be killed 
immediately and automatically eliminated from the battle. 
 
ADVERSARIES AND ILLICIT CACHES: 
1x Drone Soldier (at half of its maximum health value), who is deployed directly 
against the wall of the room, as far away from the open door as possible. The 
hunter has also found and secured one Illicit Cache. 
 

- Ship’s Bridge The hunters have arrived at the ship’s Bridge. Unfortunately, the door has been 
sealed shut by the Hive Apostle inside. Until he chooses to open the doors, there’s 
no foreseeable way of the Hunters getting in.  
 
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE UPDATE: 
Search the ship for a way to open the ship’s bridge. 
 
*If the Hive Apostle has already opened the door* With the ship’s bridge now 
accessible, the hunters enter the room, coming face-to-face with the maniacal Hive 
Apostle. “Good! Good!” He cries, “Come little children, come and be reborn!” And 
with that, the Hive Apostle attacks. 
 
PRIMARY OBJECTVE UPDATE: 
Kill the Hive Apostle. If the Hive Apostle is killed and eliminated from the battle, 
then all that’s left is to start the engines of the ship and return it back to its owning 
company. If the ship’s engines have already been restarted, then the mission comes 
to a successful end. 
 
ADVERSARIES AND ILLICIT CACHES: 
1x Hive Apostle, who is deployed at the approximate center of the room. The 
hunters have also found and secured two Illicit Caches. 

 

POST-BATTLE REGROUP: MISSION 3 

Step One: Mission Report 

If the hunter warband failed to complete the primary objective, the mission was a loss. Read this conclusion and, if 

playing a campaign, apply the results: 

Bloodied, exhausted, and mentally scarred, the hunters barely manage to escape back to their own ship before the Hive Apostle and 

his mutilated crew capture the vigilantes and subject them to an unimaginable torture, death, and hellish rebirth. Immediately upon 

launching their ship, the hunters send out an SOS for any local authorities to come to their rescue and destroy the forsaken vessel 

which almost consumed them. However, no such authorities seem able or interested to answer the call, and as the two ships float 

farther away from each other, the visions of death and unspeakable perversion play again and again in the minds of the hunters. As 

the medical ship floats farther and farther away into the black space, the hunters cannot help but wonder: what hapless society will 

soon enough stumble across this vessel of nightmares? The hunters do not—and will never again—speak of this day. 

Campaign Results: 

-Players may only attempt Mission 2 or Mission 5 as their next mission. This mission may not be replayed. 

-For the first two turns of the next mission, the hunter warband characters must all apply a -1 passive initiative modifier. 

 +Each hunter gains 2AP and 1uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 
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If the hunter warband completed the primary objective, the mission was a success! Read this conclusion and, if playing a 

campaign, apply the results: 

Killing the Hive Apostle and Restarting the Engine: 

Having restarted the ship’s engines as well as killing the rogue and deranged captain, the Hunters quickly take control of the ship’s 

bridge and set a course for the established rendezvous point. Unsure about what remains alive in the ship, and not particularly 

interested in navigating back through the horrific interior of the ship to get back to their own, the hunters decide to close and lock the 

bridge doors once more until they are picked up by the company’s security services. Even at hyper-speed, it may be a grueling two or 

three days before they are able to make contact with outside help. The mission is a success, no less, but the hunters will not soon 

mentally heal from the vivid images of tortuous death and decay they have endured in the last 24hours. 

Campaign Results: 

-For the first turn of the next mission, the hunter warband characters must all apply a -1 passive initiative modifier. 

+ Players may now only attempt Mission 4. 

+ Each hunter gains 2AP and 5uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 

Planting an Explosive and Blowing up the Ship: 

Back on their own ship, the hunters start their own engines and quickly gain distance from the cursed enemy vessel. Immediately 

upon reaching a safe distance, the hunters hit the makeshift bomb’s remote detonator and watch as the medical ship violently shreds 

apart and denigrates into the vacuum of space. Though they will be missing their payday, the hunters rest a bit easier knowing no 

one will ever have to experience the horrors they just witnessed. 

Campaign Results: 

+ Players may now only attempt Mission 5. 

+ Each hunter gains 3AP and 0uc to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 

 

In addition to completing the primary objective, if the hunter warband completed the secondary objective, read this 

additional revelation and, if playing a campaign, apply the results: 

While an absolutely frightening experience, having gone around the whole of the ship, the hunter warband was able to gain new 

insight into the practices and beliefs of the otherwise infamously clandestine Hive Cult. The knowledge gained will payoff 

tremendously in the coming missions.  

Campaign Results: 

+Each hunter gains and addition +1AP to spend on customization and upgrades before their next mission. 

 

Step Two: Assess Hunter Injuries 

If a hunter was eliminated from the mission, they must roll a D6 on the wound chart below and immediately apply the 

result: 
1- The hunter has suffered a severe head injury, causing them to forget either two Alpha Skills, two Psychic Abilities, or one of each 

that they once knew (player’s choice) for the remainder of the campaign or until they spend AP to relearn the skills and/or abilities. 

2- The hunter has suffered a severe leg injury, causing them to immediately lose -2 movement value for the rest of the campaign or 

until they spend AP to get their movement back up to normal. 

3- The hunter has suffered a severe wound to the chest, causing them to immediately lose -2 health value for the rest of the 

campaign or until they spend AP to get their health back up to normal. 

4- The hunter has suffered severe burns to their limbs, causing them to immediately lose -1 active initiative value for the rest of the 

campaign or until they spend AP to get their initiative back up to normal. 

5- The hunter has not suffered any serious harm, but their secondary weapon has been destroyed and they must spend AP to 

reopen the secondary weapon slot again. 

6- The hunter has not suffered any serious harm, but they lost a relic on the battlefield and must now spend AP to reopen this relic 

slot again. 
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Step Three: Open Secured Illicit Caches 

Roll 2D6 and consult the table to open each secured illicit cache and reveal its contents.  

  Second  D6 Roll   (Mission   0  Illicit   Caches  Chart) 

First  1 2 3 4 5 6 

D6 
Roll 

1 UC +4 UC +3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Line Gun 

 2 UC +3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Line Gun Uncommon Relic 

 3 UC +2 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Line Gun Uncommon Relic AP +1 

 4 UC +1 Uncommon Relic Line Gun Uncommon Relic AP +1 AP +2 

 5 Uncommon Relic Line Gun Uncommon Relic AP +1 AP +2 AP +3 

 6 Line Gun Uncommon Relic 
AP +1 AP +2 AP +3 AP +4 

UC= Universal Credits AP= Alpha Points 

If an “uncommon relic” is revealed, then roll one D6 to determine which relic has been found: 

Roll of 1 or 2:  

Marker  
Fragment 

UC 
value: 2 

Once per game, for the soldier bearing Marker Fragment, when executing any order that involves the 
rolling of 2D6, the player may choose to reroll the dice results for any reason. 

 

Roll of 3 or 4: 

Stem-Cell  
Serum  

UC 
Value: 2 

Once per game, when executing a Down Order, the soldier may drink Stem-Cell Serum and the controlling 
player rolls a D6. On a result of 3-6, the soldier regains all of their health value, back to its initial 
maximum. On the result of 1 or 2, the soldier loses -2 health value. 

 

Roll of 5 or 6: 

Hive Toxin UC 
Value: 2 

Once per game, before the soldier executes a ranged attack, the player states that the soldier is using Hive 
Toxin. If the attack hits, add an additional +3 damage modifier is added to the damage total. 

 

Step Four: Assign or Inventory New Weapons, Relics, AP and UC 

All newly earned or found weapons, relics, AP and UC may now be assigned to hunters, inventoried into the warband’s 

shared vault, or spent/sold to acquire new items—which may then be immediately assigned or inventoried (see the 

Post-Battle Regroup section for more general info on this step). 
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H U N T E R S  R O S T E R  S H E E T 
HUNTER 1: M AI PI H A Alpha Skills: 

 
 

      

Primary Weapon: Range Attacks Dam+ Special Rules 

     

Secondary Weapon:     

     

Grenade(s):     

     

     

Relic Name: uc value Special Effect 

   

   

   

Psychic School: Psychic Abilities 

  

 

 

HUNTER 2: M AI PI H A Alpha Skills: 

 
 

      

Primary Weapon: Range Attacks Dam+ Special Rules 

     

Secondary Weapon:     

     

Grenade(s):     

     

     

Relic Name: uc value Special Effect 

   

   

   

Psychic School: Psychic Abilities 
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HUNTER 3: M AI PI H A Alpha Skills: 

 
 

      

Primary Weapon: Range Attacks Dam+ Special Rules 

     

Secondary Weapon:     

     

Grenade(s):     

     

     

Relic Name: uc value Special Effect 

   

   

   

Psychic School: Psychic Abilities 

  

 

HUNTER 4: M AI PI H A Alpha Skills: 

 
 

      

Primary Weapon: Range Attacks Dam+ Special Rules 

     

Secondary Weapon:     

     

Grenade(s):     

     

     

Relic Name: uc value Special Effect 

   

   

   

Psychic School: Psychic Abilities 

  

 

HUNTERS’ VAULT 
 
 

Unspent UC Unassigned AP 

  

Weaponry (Include UC Value) 
 

 

 

 

 

Relics (Include UC Value) 
 

 

 

 


